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ABSTRACT 

The Partial Element Equivalent Circuit method is used to develop a flexible, hierarchical 

electromagnetic modeling and simulation environment for the analysis of noise generation 

and signal degradation mechanisms in packaged electronic components and systems. The 

circuit-oriented approach used by the method for the development of the numerical 

approximation of the electric field integral equation is used to develop a SPICE-compati-

ble. yet fully dynamic, discrete approximation of the electromagnetic problem. Contrary 

to other full-wave formulations, the proposed method has the important attribute of lend

ing itself to a very systematic and physical model complexity reduction on the basis of the 

electrical size of the various portions of the system. Thus, a hybrid electromagnetic model

ing and simulation environment is established for the analysis of complex structures, 

which exhibit large variation in electrical size over their volume, using a combination of 

lumped circuit elements, transmission lines, as well as three-dimensional distributed elec

tromagnetic models which may or may not account for retardation, depending on the elec

trical size of the part of the structure that is being modeled. These special attributes of the 

proposed electromagnetic simulation environment are demonstrated through several 

examples from its application to the modeling of noise interactions in generic interconnect 

and package geometries. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Transient electromagnetic field solvers have had a significant impact on our ability to 

model package- and interconnect-induced noise interactions in high-speed digital elec

tronic systems. Contrary to transmission-line based simulation, the electromagnetic effects 

associated with the three-dimensional character of the structures can be modeled accu

rately by such simulators. Consequently, in addition to crosstalk, propagation delay, and 

reflections, the impact of radiation losses due to unbalanced interconnects or other discon

tinuities in the interconnect and power/ground plane structures on signal distortion and 

internal and external electromagnetic compatibility of the component can be predicted and 

analyzed. Transient electromagnetic simulators, in particular, can be used for nonlinear 

electromagnetic analysis. Such simulation capability is important for accurate radiated 

emissions prediction from high-speed digital electronic systems, and for electromagnetic 

noise analysis of mixed digital/analog/RP integrated circuits. Both the Finite-Difference 

Time-Domain (FDTD) method and the Transmission Line Matrix (TLM) method have 

been used successfully for such nonlinear electromagnetic simulations [l]-[5]. 

Time-domain mtegral equation-based formulations are also suitable for nonlinear elec

tromagnetic analysis. However, the numerical, late-time instability exhibited by such for
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mulations has prevented their extensive application to transient simulation of 

electromagnetic systems. Following several years of research activity, the reasons for the 

numerical instability are now fairly well understood, and several approaches have been 

proposed for its prevention (e.g. [6]-[10]). 

Of particular interest to RF/microwave and high-frequency, high-speed, mixed-signal 

circuit electrical analysis is the Partial Element Equivalent Circuit (PEEC) formulation of 

the time-domain electric field integral equation [11]. The reason for this is that this formu

lation results in a circuit model for the electromagnetic problem under study which 

includes all retardation effects and is compatible with nonlinear circuit simulators such as 

SPICE. Consequently, full-wave electromagnetic modeling within a SPICE-like, nonlin

ear, circuit simulation environment can be effected in a straightforward manner. Further

more, once the PEEC model for an electromagnetic system has been developed, a 

systematic procedure can be used to reduce its complexity, taking into account the charac

teristic times over which the system response is sought, or, equivalently, the electrical size 

of the structure under study. To elaborate further, consider the case where the characteris

tic time of the excitation (i.e. the rise time of a pulsed excitation or the period of a time-

harmonic excitation) is such that useful wavelengths are much larger than the spatial 

extent of the system. Under such conditions, all retardation effects can be neglected. 

Moreover, such model complexity reduction can be effected in a selective fashion over 

those parts of the structure where the aforementioned electrical size constraints are valid. 

This attribute of the PEEC formulation is extremely useful when the size or complexity of 
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the structure is such that the number of degrees of freedom used in the numerical approxi

mation is much larger than the one required for acceptable engineering accuracy of the 

simulation results. Clearly, this is the case for packaged electronics. These systems are 

very representative cases of multi-scale electromagnetic structures in the sense that they 

exhibit large variability in the electrical size of their various components and subsystems. 

In addition, finite difference techniques such as FDTD require oversampling in space in 

die sense that the grid size should be chosen fine enough to resolve the smallest of the fea

tures relevant to the proper description of the structure. This usually results in extremely 

large computational burden. On the other hand, integral equation techniques such as PEEC 

involve the discretization of only the conducting bodies. This results in a huge savings 

when compared to FDTD. 

In the following chapters, a framework will be presented for the development of com

puter aided design (CAD) of high-speed electronics for the 21^' century. Typically, when 

systems are designed, the analysis is performed using network or full-wave analysis. How

ever, the recent increase in hybridized systems necessitated a merger between these two 

levels of analysis. There have been many successful attempts, however all seem to fall 

short when both efficiency and accuracy are considered. PEEC offers an alternate solution 

to this problem by allowing for the seamless integration of the elements used for network 

analysis in a full-wave simulation environment. This seamless integration is accomplished 

through the generation of equivalent circuit elements corresponding to the conducting 

bodies and the subsequent insertion of the results into the network topology description. 
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This way, portions of the system attributing to the full-wave characteristics can be inter

faced with portions of the system consistent with basic circuit theory. Thus PEEC ulti

mately provides a mechanism through which no additional approximations is required and 

no loss in efficiency is expected. 

The background and formulation of the PEEC method is discussed in Chapter 2. This 

discussion details the development of the PEEC model starting with Maxwell's equations 

and ending with an equivalent circuit model and methods for its solution. In addition, 

guidelines are given for the calculation of the equivalent inductances, resistances, and 

potential coefficients all of which make up a PEEC model. The methods of solution dis

cussed include the one used in most variants of SPICE as well as more sophisticated and 

complex, yet computationally efficient, approaches. Finally, details are given for the mod

eling of conducting traces when skin-effect has to be considered. 

Chapter 3 gives an overview of extensions to the basic PEEC formulation which consid

ers lossy conductor in homogeneous space. The first extension discussed is the modifica

tion to the PEEC model when it is in the presence of an applied external electric field. 

Second, the formulation of dielectrics is provided for the characterization of inhomoge-

neous systems. It is shown that a dielectric PEEC model is very similar to a conducting 

PEEC model. Intuitively, this is appeasing since conductors allow for conduction current 

and dielectrics allow for displacement current. Third, the solution of PEEC models is dis

cussed when an image plane is introduced. This is very appealing since image theory 

allows for the elimination of planes which inherently cause a tremendous computational 
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burden. Fourth, the formulation is included for the calculation of the electric field when 

using the far-field approximation. Lastly, a framework is discussed for the selective reduc

tion in complexity of systems which include PEEC models. This idea is key for the rapid 

solution of complex integrated designs. Moreover, this ability for reduction in complexity, 

coupled with the seamless integration of network and full-wave designs, make PEEC the 

clear choice for the next generation of electronic CAD tools. Definitely, this hybrid or 

EM-SPICE approach provides a powerful solution to electromagnetic designs ranging 

from antenna to board-level to package-level to ic-Ievel design. 

Chapter 4 details the solution of PEEC models in the time-domain. An overview is given 

of two simple methods for the numerical integration of the resulting system of ordinary 

differential equations. Next, the issue of stability is discussed for PEEC solutions which 

are consistent with a full-wave approximation to Maxwell's equations. Methods for the 

elimination of instability as well as insight into its behavior are given. Lastly, waveform 

relaxation is introduced. This techniques allows for the partitioning of PEEC, or any cir

cuit model for that matter, for an iterative solution. Waveform relaxation is especially use

ful for the reduction of a large problem into a set of smaller problems thus allowing for an 

efficient solution on a distributed computing environment. 

In Chapter 5, numerical results are given. The examples in this section provide insight 

into the versatility of PEEC solutions. The emphasis of this chapter is to give general ideas 

on how solutions are affected when model complexity changes. 

Lastly, conclusions and future work are discussed. The contribution of this work is 



assessed and unresolved issues are examined. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE PARTIAL ELEMENT EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

METHOD 

Within the discipline of computational electromagnetics, there exist two distinct avenues 

through which solutions are developed. These are differential equation and integral equa

tion based formulations. Differential equation methods are formulated through the numer

ical approximation of the differential form of Maxwell's equations. This results in a sparse 

system of equations which are constructed in a very straightforward manner. In fact, the 

ease at which solutions are constructed has been a contributing factor for die popularity of 

these methods. Examples of differential equation based techniques include the Finite-Dif

ference Time-Domain Method (FDTD) [13] and the Transmission Line Matrix Method 

(TLM) [14]. With these methods, the solution is developed by discretizing those regions of 

space where electromagnetic phenomena is of interest. This causes a problem with geom

etries which radiate into unbounded space because the computational domain has to be 

truncated at some point using absorbing or truncation boundary conditions. These absorb

ing boundary conditions not only increase computation time, but also introduce artificial 

reflections back into the solution space if not carefully implemented. 
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On the other hand, integral equation techniques are formulated using electric scalar and 

magnetic vector potential functions, which are defined using the assumption of radiation 

into homogeneous space. This is a great advantage for problems involving radiation and 

scattering, but is a disadvantage for problems whose boundaries are enclosed by perfect 

electric or magnetic conductors. For example, if it is desired to calculate the response of a 

two conductor transmission line system in homogeneous space, then the unknowns are 

assigned only over the extent of the transmission lines. On the other hand, if it is desired to 

calculate the response of a two conductor transmission line in an enclosed box with per

fectly conducting walls, then state variables are assigned to not only the transmission line, 

but also to the enclosure. For those geometries which include dielectrics, additional state 

variables are used to describe the resulting polarization currents. Examples of integral 

equati'^n based techniques include the Method of Moments (MoM) [15] and the Partial 

Element Equivalent Circuit Method (PEEC) [11][12]. The steps by which solutions are 

developed using MoM and PEEC are similar. For PEEC, starting with the expression for 

the electric field in terms of the integral form of the electric scalar and magnetic vector 

potential functions, the solution is developed by first expanding the unknowns inside the 

integral in terms of interpolation functions and then testing the resulting equations using 

the same interpolation functions. This process is known as Galerkin's method. For the 

electromagnetic problem, the resulting state variables are more or less coupled to all other 

state variables. Thus, the corresponding matrix is generally dense, and sparse matrix solu

tion techniques cannot be employed. The key differences between MoM and PEEC are 
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that: a) PEEC does not make use of the continuity equation at the beginning stages of the 

solutions; b) PEEC relates the coefficients in the solution matrix to circuit elements of an 

"equivalent" model. This is an important attribute for PEEC since the "equivalent" model 

is compatible with non-linear circuit simulators. This "equivalent" model is composed of a 

lumped network of inductors, capacitors, and resistors, not to mention coupling between 

the capacitors and coupling between all the inductors which are directed along the same 

axis. Although the model is lumped, the number of elements in the resulting circuit is 

determined by considering the smallest wavelength of interest and then using 10 to 40 ele

ments per wavelength. Furthermore, all couplings are properly delayed in consistency 

with the retardation character of the electromagnetic Green's function. In this way, distrib

uted effects such as wave propagation and attenuation can be accounted for using lumped 

circuit models. It is also important to note that although elementary circuit models are 

employed, the resulting system is consistent with Maxwell's equations, thus allowing for a 

full-wave representation using circuit elements that have been up to this point only used 

for low-frequency solutions. After the values of the circuit elements have been calculated, 

then the solution is effected using standard circuit techniques such as Modified Nodal 

Analysis (MNA) [16]. 

At this point, it is important to note three key features of PEEC which make it one of the 

most interesting methods when considering the solution of problems involving high-speed 

electronic design. First, imbedded within the formulation of PEEC, there exists a hierar

chical structure for adjusting model complexity. This allows designers to choose for each 
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portion of the system the most efficient model which properly takes into account the elec

tromagnetic interactions. For example, it may be the case that one portion of a system 

requires a model which takes into account high frequency effects. This section may be 

characterized by a full-wave PEEC model, i.e. a model where retardation effects are taken 

into account. On die hand, other portions of the system may not require such a detailed 

representation of the electromagnetic phenomena for accurate solutions. These sections 

can use reduced PEEC models such as resistive/inductive, resistive/capacitive, or resistive 

networks. The three most common applications for reduced models include the calculation 

of package inductance, package resonance, and delay of short on-chip interconnects using 

RL, RLC, and RC PEEC models, respectively. 

Second, since the non-retarded or non-delayed formulation of the PEEC model results in 

a circuit which can be solved in a circuit simulator such as SPICE [17], connection of 

external circuit elements such as drivers and terminations to the PEEC model is as simple 

as just adding them to the resulting network topology description. This seamless connec

tion to circuit elements does not exist in finite difference techniques. For FDTD, there 

needs to be a conversion between electric and magnetic fields and voltages and currents so 

that the equations governing the corresponding circuit element may be properly character

ized. If the circuit elements are non-linear, then there is an added complication in FDTD 

since the time-step used in FDTD may be orders of magnitude different than the time-step 

required to properly represent the non-linear devices. 

Third, solutions corresponding to integral equation representations are typified by a high 
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degree of coupling. This results in an exceedingly large computation time for the matrix 

inversion routines as the problem size increases. Fortunately, PEEC allows for matrix 

sparsification by elimination of some of the capacitive and inductive coupling terms. For 

example, if there exists coupling between two inductors or capacitors which are shielded 

by a power or ground plane, then the coupling may simply be removed. Coupling terms 

between elements which are not shielded from one another require additional insight 

before those terms may be neglected. Modem electronic CAD frameworks take advantage 

of "model development rules" that facilitate such physical complexity reduction, and the 

interpretation of EM interactions in terms of L, C coupling is extremely useful for such 

purposes. Up to this point, most simulation tools neglect individual capacitive/inductive 

coupling terms if the coefficients are sufficiently small or if the capacitors/inductors are 

separated by a prescribed distance. However, for the case of inductive coupling, there is an 

additional constraint that those couplings which are removed cannot be contained in the 

same current path [18]. 

In this chapter, the PEEC formulation will be presented in much detail. Starting with 

Maxwell's equation, the model is developed in such a way as to preserve the full-wave 

nature of the solution. This discussion is driven by the objective to establish a mathemati

cal model that is entirely compatible with SPICE while allowing for electromagnetic anal

ysis with the aforementioned physical model reduction capability in place. One can view 

this as an enhancement need in SPICE-like simulators to deal with the electromagnetic 

modeling needs of the next generation of information processing and communication sys-
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terns. In essence, this development provides the backbone for the "21^ Century SPICE". 

2.1 Development of the Electric Field Integral Equation 

We begin with the time-harmonic form of Maxwell's equations in linear, homogeneous, 

isotropic media 

Vx£(r)  = - jco^f fCr)  (2.1) 

VxH(r)  = jaiEE(r)  + aE(r)  = yO)££(r) +/(r) (2.2) 
V • eE(r) = q(r)  (2.3) 

V • iiHCr) = 0 (2.4) 

where cy is the conductivity, q is electric charge density, J  is the electric current density. 

fi and e are the permeability and permittivity, respectively. From (2.4), it is evident that 

the magnetic flux, B = \iH, is divergenceless and can therefore be represented by the cur! 

of a vector which we shall identify as the magnetic vector potential, 

VxA(r) = fl(r) = \ lH{r) .  (2.5) 

Substituting (2.5) into (2.1), we obtain 

Vx£(r) = -ya)VxA(r) (2.6) 

or equivalently 

Vx[E(r)+yCi)A(r)] = 0. (2.7) 

From the vector identity, Vx(-V(j)) = 0, where <i) is an arbitrary scalar quantity, we make 

the identification that the bracketed term in (2.7) can be rewritten as 

E{r)  + j (aA{r)  = -V0(r) (2.8) 

or 



E{r)  = - V({>(r)-yQ)A(r). (2.9) 

Thus, instead of relating the curl of the electric field, E, in terms of the time rate of change 

of the magnetic field, as in (2.1), the electric field is now given in terms of scalar and 

vector quantities designated as the electric scalar potential and magnetic vector potential. 

respectively. 

Now that the electric field has been expressed in terms of the potential functions. 0 and 

A . what remains is to obtain expressions for their solution. The first step towards a solu

tion involves taking the curl of (2.5) 

VxVxA(r) = Vx|i^(r). (2.10) 

Upon use of the vector identity, VxVxA = V( V • A) - V-A, (2.10) can be expressed as 

V(V •A(r))-V2A(f) = Vxn^(r). (2.11) 

Assuming that the permeability, (i, is not a function of position, then it may be moved to 

the left of the curl operator in (2.11). In addition, (2.2) is substituted into (2.11) giving 

V(V • A(r)) - V-A(r) = ycO|l££(r) + |iy(r). (2.12) 

Furthermore, upon using (2.9) which relates the electric field in terms of the electric scalar 

and magnetic vector potential functions, (2.12) can be expressed as 

V(V • A(r)) - V-A(r) = ycop.e(-V{|)(r)-y(0A(r)) + |iy(r) (2.13) 

or upon rearranging terms, 

V-A(r) + co"p.eA(r) = - |iy(r) + V[V • A(r)+ycop.e(j)(r)]. (2.14) 

We now have an expression for the magnetic vector potential, A, in terms of the electric 

scalar potential. 0. and source term given by the electric current density. J. This is still an 
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undesirable expression since both A and 0 are unknowns. Fortunately, this problem may 

be prevented by making use of the fact that the definition of A through (2.5) is incomplete 

since its divergence has not been defined. Therefore, in an attempt to simplify (2.14) so 

that the unknown quantity A be expressed solely in terms of the known source 7, the fol-

lowmg choice is made for V • A, 

<{)(0 = -T-^—V-A(r). (2.15) 
yco|i£ 

This is the familiar Lorentz gauge. 

Finally, we recover the desired relation for A given by 

W^A{r)(Si~\ ieA{r)  = -fl/Cr) (2.16) 

also known as the inhomogeneous vector Helmholtz equation. The solution of this equa

tion is the well known magnetic vector potential integral equation. 

M-r)  = if -I 
4nJv \r  — r \  

where the wave number K is defined as (BA/jli, f represents the point at which the poten

tial is evaluated, and r' represents a point over which the source is evaluated. Given this 

expression, the solution for (}) may be obtained by simply taking the divergence and sub

stituting (}) for A as defined by the Lorentz condition (2.15), 

V A(r)  = = V . f f 
4 K J v  v — r ]  

7/-'\ - j<\r- f ' \  J / 

-  J L f  V  
~ 47 cJ v \ r -r ' \  

or expanding the integral. 
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-yQ)^£(t)(r) = [V /(ni^ |, 4- (2.19) 
47tJvL 

Since the operator, V, is with respect the unprimed coordinate system, the first term in the 

integral is identically zero, giving 

,2.20, 

From symmetry, the gradient may be written in terms of the primed coordinate system, 

,2.21, 

Again, using a vector identity, the integral may be expanded, 

I- /• -yKlr-r'l . -/'ic|r-r'| . 
-J„) = (2.22, 

The first term in the integral of (2.22) may be interpreted as a surface integral and evalu

ated at a surface at infinity. The contribution of this term is zero and thus leaves only the 

second term in the integral, 

-/•Q)^ie(()(r) = if (2.23) 
4nJv I'' - ̂ I 

At this point, it is necessary to make an additional definition before (2.18) can be simpli

fied. The continuity equation or conservation of charge is introduced. This equation is 

obtained by simply taking the divergence or Faraday's Law and making use of Gauss' 

Law. Thus, after taking the divergence of Faraday's Law (2.2), we obtain 



V Vx£'(r) = V • (/coe£(r)+y(f)) = 0 (2.24) 

since the divergence of the curl of any vector is zero. Now, upon use of Gauss' Law to 

eliminate the electric field term. 

we recover an expression for the electric charge density, q, in terms of the gradient of the 

electric current density, J. After inspection of (2.18), we can see that upon application of 

the continuity equation, the solution for the electric scalar potential, <j), can be recast into a 

form involving only the electric charge density, q. The solution for 0 is now given by 

This completes the development of the electric field integral equation (2.9) in terms of the 

unknown magnetic vector potential (2.17) and the electric scalar potential (2.26) func

tions. The corresponding relations for the electric field integral equation in time-domain 

form are obtained by simply Fourier transforming (2.9), (2.17), and (2.26), which results 

in replacing all occurrences of yoi and /(r')exp(-jK|r-r'l) with d/dt and 

/(r', t') = f{r', t-\f- r'\/v) , respectively, where the retardation time t' is used to indi

cate that the interaction between the charge or current density at f' with the charge or cur

rent density at r is delayed in accordance widi the finite speed v of electromagnetic wave 

propagation in the medium. 

- joaqir)  = V • J{r)  ( 2 . 2 5 )  

j_ r q{r  )e  dv  
(2.26) 

2.2 Derivation of the Partial Element Equivalent Circuit Model 

As discussed in detail in [11], the development of the PEEC approximation of an elec
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tromagnetic boundary value problem is based on the proper electromagnetic interpretation 

of the various terms in the electric field integral equation (2.9) subject to the conservation 

of charge equation (2.15). Consider a system composed of K conductors in a homoge

neous, linear, isotropic medium; the potential functions may be recast in the following 

form, 

^ ~ry-/\ -/flr-r'l , , 

k = \  
^ , /-'A -j<\r-r'\ J / 

it = 1 

where denotes the volume of the conductor. 

In this analysis, the solution will be developed using the frequency domain form of the 

equations. As mentioned above, the time-domain result may be recovered via Fourier 

transformation. Even though the development here is restricted to homogeneous media 

with constant permeability \l and permittivity £, the generalization of the model for the 

case of inhomogeneous dielectrics is possible and is effected through the use of polariza

tion currents [19]-[20]. This generalization will be discussed later in section 3.2. This way. 

for the case of conductors of finite extent, homogeneous-medium Green's functions are 

used in the integral representations of the potentials, as shown in the equations above. 

With these assumptions, inserting (2.27) and (2.28) into (2.9), enforcing (2.9) at a point 

inside one of the conductors and making use of Ohm's law 7 = gE , we obtain an integral 

expression involving the unknown quantities 7 and q, 
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y(£) y r y(r')g _!_ y ^rr ,?(r-)g'^'"'-"'rfv'-[ 

K = 1 it = 1 

2.2.1 Discrete Models used to Approximate Current Flow 

In order to solve the system of equations in (2.29), the current and charge densities on 

the conducting bodies are discretized using piecewise constant expansion functions. For 

reasons which will become apparent later in the development of the PEEC model, the cur

rent density is described in terms of inductive volume cells (IVC). The charge density, on 

the other hand, is described in terms of capacitive surface cells (CSC) which are located 

over the periphery of their corresponding capacitive volume cells (CVC). It is important to 

note that the IVCs and the CVCs do not occupy the same positions in space. In fact, the 

rVCs and CVCs are constructed in an overlapping manner depending upon the order of 

complexity required for the calculation of the current flow over the conductor. 

The simplest model is one which approximates current flow directed along the length of 

a thin wire. In this and all other levels of model complexity, use of the piecewise constant 

expansion functions dictates that the current density is constant throughout each IVC and 

the potential or charge density is constant over the surface of each CVC. Attached to each 

CVC is a node which identifies the location of CVC for the purpose of delay calculation. 

Figures 2.1-2.3 illustrate the manner in which the IVCs are CSCs are defined for one-

dimensional current flow where the local coordinate system L, V/, and 7", denotes the 

length, width, and thickness axes, respectively. The IVCs and CSCs are identified by the 

solid and dashed lines, respectively. The volume which defines each CVC is made up of 
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those groupings of CSCs with the same fill pattern. The arrows shown in these figures 

denote the direction of current flow along each FVC. Figure 2.1 is the model for a wire 

whose cross-section (W-T plane) is small compared to skin depth. In this case, it is 

assumed that the current is distributed evenly across the cross-section and the charge 

resides on the surface. Figure 2.2 is the model for a wire whose width is comparable to 

skin depth, and thus requires multiple IVCs, but only one CVC along the W axis. For the 

skin-effect model, as the dimension of interest becomes large compared to skin depth, the 

current and charge densities concentrate more and more along the edges, thus requiring 

more cells to properly describe this non-uniform effect. Figure 2.3 is the model for a wire 

whose width and thickness are both comparable to skin depth. It should be noted that since 

skin depth is a function of frequency, the choice of discretization depends upon the fre

quency at which the simulation is performed. In general, as the operating frequency 

increases for a given system, more cells are required to represent the distribution of current 

and charge. More importantly, it may be the case that the sensitivity of the desired output 

characteristic is such that a simplified model will suffice. For example, for delay calcula

tions, it may not be necessary to calculate the response with a high degree of accuracy. 

However, variations in overshoot may be more sensitive to the level of discretization. For 

the models with one dimensional current flow, the nodal positions using the L, W, T coor

dinate system are given by 

0 < i < /  ( 2 . 3 0 )  
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Fig. 2.1 IV Cs and CSCs for 1 D model. 

Fig. 2.2 IVCs and CSCs for ID model taking into account skin-effect along width. 

w~ 

L 

Fig. 2.3 IVCs and CSCs for ID model taking into account skin-effect along width and thickness. 
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Fig. 2.4 IVCs and CSCs for 2D model with L-directed current talcing into account skin-effect along 
thickness . 

w~ 

L 

Fig. 2.5 IVCs and CSCs for 2D model with W-directed current taking into account skin-effect along 
thickness. 
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for the /h node of a conductor of length l with I CSCs and where w and t are max a vg a vg 

equal to one-half the width and thickness, respectively. The exposed nodal positions are 

shown in the figures by solid black circles. 

On the other, if the width of the conductor is about the same size as the length, then it is 
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Fig. 2.6 IVCs and CSCs for 2D model with L-directed current. 

Fig. 2.7 IVCs and CSCs for 2D model with W-directed current. 

L 

Fig. 2.8 IVCs and CSCs for 3D model with L-directed current. 
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Fig. 2.9 IVCs and CSCs for 3D model with W-directed current. 

T 

Fig. 2.10 IVCs and CSCs for 3D model with T-directed current. 
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necessary to use a model which is capable of quantifying two-dimensional current distri-

butions. Figures 2.6-2.7 show the discretization scheme used to model this situation. As 

can be seen, the IVCs used to describe L-directed current flow (Fig. 2.6) are different than 

those used to describe W-directed current flow (Fig. 2.7). However, in both cases, the 

CSCs and the nodal positions are identical. This model is appropriate when the thickness 

of the conducting plate is small compared to skin depth. But, when the thickness is large 

enough to warrant using a skin-effect model, then the appropriate discretization scheme is 

shown in Figs. 2.4-2.5. For both discretization schemes, the nodal positions are given by 
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(/, 0 = («„„/(/- 1 1), (2.31) 

t h  t h  
for the i  , j  node of a conductor of length and width ^ ^ CSCs, and 

where is equal to one-half the thickness. 

Lastly, when the length, width, and thickness are all of comparable size, then it is neces

sary to use a model which accurately describes three-dimensional current flow. Figures 

2.8-2.10 show the discretization scheme used to model this situation. As can be seen, the 

IVCs used to describe L-directed current flow (Fig. 2.8), -directed current flow (Fig. 

2.9), and T-directed current flow (Fig. 2.10) are different. However, in all three cases, the 

CSCs and the nodal positions are identical and are given by 

0 < / < / 

(/, vv, f) = (//^^/(/- I),yw^,y(y- 1)). 0 < j < J  (2.32) 

0 < k < K  

2.2.2 Discretization of the Electric Field Integral Equation 

Mathematically, the discretization of the conductors as described in section 2.2.1 is 

achieved by defining the following rectangular pulse functions 

p _ f I inside the nk'^' IVC ^ ^3) 

lo elsewhere 

for the current density where y  =  x , y , z  indicates the component of the current in the n'' 

t h  
rVC of the k  conductor and 
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J1 on the CSCs of the mk"" CVC , Pmk = \^ (2.34) 
LO elsewhere 

t h  t f x  
for the charge density over the m  CVC of the k  conductor. 

Given the definition of the pulse functions in (2.28) and (2.29), the current and charge 

densities both multiplied by the exponential factor which accounts for the retardation are 

approximated over each of the K conductors by 

n = 1 

and 

M, 
-yic|r-r'| 1ei^ 

= 2- PmkHmk^ (2-36) 
m = I 

where represents the position vector for the n  of Nyi^ IVCs of the k  conductor for 

(h 
Y directed current. Similarly, represents the position vector of the m  of CVCs 

of the k''^ conductor. Additionally, denotes the number of volume cells for conductor 

k with Y directed current and denotes the number of surface cells for conductor k. 

Substituting (2.30) into (2.24), we get for a point inside the p IVC of the / conductor 

describing y directed current. 

r . K J,, 

'ypt ycon Y Y p J f I (-) 37) 

jfc= In = 1 

1 Y ^ 
4 n e  ̂  d y  

k = \  IV-r ' l  
= 0. 
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This step is followed by the testing of the resulting equation in the Galerkin approximation 

sense (i.e. the aforementioned pulse functions used for the expansion of the current and 

charge densities are also used for testing) utilizing an inner product over the volume of a 

cell defined as follows 

— f /(r)Jv = —f [ f{r)dadl (2.38) 

where is the volume of cell m, is the cross-section of the cell, is the length, and 

th 
f{ r )  is the integrand. Thus the inner product for the first term in (2.37) over the p  IVC 

th 
of the / conductor describing y directed current gives 

_L_ f — _!_r_^j!2L a I = — I R P 39i a Jv a f''' a , aa , , 'wi^ypi (-39) 
fpl yp' "Yp/L^"Yp/-i Yp' 

where and denote the length and cross-section, respectively for that [VC. The 

term represents the resistance for this IVC. Thus, the final expression in (2.39) is 

interpreted as the voltage drop over the ypl''' IVC due to loss in the conductor. 

Next, taking the inner product of the second term in (2.37) and rearranging terms gives 

, 4- riif-"'!''"-'"!, , dy^,dv 

1/1 = 1 

M-e ' " ' ' f f 
^ynk " Vft !• I ̂VM / r. 

K 
yml"^ynk I'-yp/ 'inl\_ 4 n a .  
j'fii jrt^ ly* r"* j jfji jnt 

K 

lynk = (2-40) 

^ ̂  ̂Pypiynk^ynk^ 
4=1/1=1 

where the position vectors r -  for the IVC in the exponential term are approximated by the 

distance to the center of its volume by ?• and 
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has the units of inductance. Thus, the term on the right-hand side of (2.40) represents the 

t h  inductive voltage drop across the yp l  IVC. When p  =  n  and I  = k ,  then Lp-  • is the 

partial self inductance. In all other cases, Lp- j is the partial mutual inductance. The par

tial mutual inductances serve to take into account all of the couplings between the induc

tors when the equivalent circuit is constructed. 

For the last term in (2.37), application of (2.36) and taking the inner product over the 

ypl'^ IVC gives 

K Mt . J 

J-.* Vypl - Wl J 
(2.42) 

with the volume integration changed to a surface integration since the charge only exist on 

the surface of the volume. This expression can be reduced further by using the approxima

tion 

to eliminate the derivative and one of the integral terms. 

f ds^,^ _ r J j. ds^,^ 

(2.43) 

^ 4rte /(:= Im = 1 
e  :! f "•'mk _ -JWtpl - ''mk\ f 

7 .  \  ^  J s ,  
(2.44) 

where r* is one-half cell past the ypl'^ IVC and r' is one-half cell preceding the ypl'^ 

rVC. This may seem to create a problem, but after closely inspecting how the IVCs and 

CVCs are partitioned across the conductors, it is apparent that tlie volumes which are one-
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half cell proceeding and past the ypz!h IVe are really eves. For example, consider the 

top view of the ypz!h Ive shown in Fig. 2.11. The size of the eves are the same as the 

Ive and are displaced by one-half cell. The position vectors ri for the eve in the expo-

eve- IVe eve+ 
--- ----
I 11 I 
I 11 - I -
I Jy I I I 
L ___ J L _ __ J 

Fig. 2.11 Placement of eves surrounding an IVC. 

nential term are approximated by the distance to its corresponding node by ri. Next, using 

the definition for total charge Qmk = qmkamk where amk is the total surface area of the 

mkth ese, (2.44) may be rewritten as 

; ~ Q [ -)Klr~pl - r mkl _ -)Klr;pl - r mkl] 
L..J L..J mk pp ypl\ mk e pp ypr, mk e 

k = lm = I 

(2.45) 

where ypz+ and ypf are the eves to right and left, respectively, of the ypzlh IVe and 

1 f ds. 
PP··=~~ 1 

· 
l,J 41t£a . s-lr --r-1 J J l J 

(2.46) 

The PPi,J terms in (2.45) are called partial coefficients of potential. These terms contrib-

ute to calculation of the potential at a point through 

L 
-jKlr; - r1I 

<I>. = pp .. Q.e l l,J J . 
(2.47) 

j 
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Thus, after inserting (2.47) into (2.45), we observe that (2.45) is actually the capacitive 

th voltage drop across the ypl IVC, 

^ -O (2.48) 
7/7/ Ypf 

At this point, if important to note that there is an added complexity when considering con

ductors which allow three-dimensional current flow. Careful inspection of Figs. 2.8-2.10 

reveals the existence of CVCs in the interior of the volume of the conductor. These interior 

CVCs need to be treated differently than the CVCs which are on the exterior of the con

ductor since, as will be described later, the calculation of the partial coefficients of poten

tial only involve those CSCs of the CVC which are on the surface of the conductor. 

However, since the operating frequencies encountered in high-speed design result in relax

ation times which are negligible, it is sufficient to consider only those CVCs with CSCs 

located on the exterior of the conductors. 

Although the potential coefficients may be thought of as inverse capacitances, it is not 

valid to make such an assertion when retardation is considered. Thus, treatment of capaci

tive coupling via potential coefficients ultimately results in an equivalent circuit which 

does not employ capacitors and mutual capacitors. The capacitive effects are taken into 

account through capacitors and current controlled sources. The derivation is as follows. 

Substinjting the equation which relates the current to the total charge i = dQ/dt into the 

time derivative of (2.47), we get 
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''' <2.49) 
J  '  j  '  

What results is an expression relating the value of the time derivative of the potential at die 

th 
i  CVC to its partial self coefficient of potential pp-  • multiplied by the current flowing 

through the CVC, . and the sum total of all the partial mutual coefficients of poten

tial multiplied by the corresponding CVC current . This is more appealing than (2.47) in 

the sense that it is an expression relating voltage to current, whereas in (2.47) the voltage 

was related to total charge, which is incompatible with circuit formulations. 

In summary, the preceding development has shown how to interpret each term of the 

electric field equation (2.9) in terms of equivalent resistors, inductors, and capacitors in 

such a way as to maintain the full-wave nature of the solution. In other words, the PEEC 

approximation provides a discrete approximation to 

£(r) + j(0ACr) + V(l)(r) = 0 (2.50) 
ih applied at the ypZ IVC where each of the resulting terms are associated with voltage 

drops across equivalent circuit elements, 

K ^ 
(2.51) 

i  =  I n  =  I  

K . I- - I 

I S = 0. 
i = 1 m = 1 

By inspection of the various terms in (2.51), it is apparent that the equivalent circuit solu-

t h  tion defined over the ypl IVC is composed of a resistor in series with an inductor and 

capacitors on either end. Therefore, the equivalent circuit for the entire system may be 
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constructed by identifying the equivalent circuit elements which result from the applica-

tion of (2.51) at each IVe and noting the overlapping nature in which the circuit is con-

structed. For example, consider the conductor with two IVes and three eves as shown in 

Fig. 2.13. Upon application of (2.51) to each of the IVes, the equivalent circuit in Fig. 

2.12 may be constructed by inspection. Note that there is one eve which is common to 

both IVes. Also, it is satisfying to note that the layout of the circuit elements is totally 

consistent with a lumped representation of the transmission-line or telegraphers equations. 

However, although the PEEe and transmission-line representations are similar in appear-

ance, the actual circuit elements required to construct a PEEe circuit are different than 

those in Fig. 2.12. This difference is due to the fact that PEEe models which are consistent 

with full-wave solutions require couplings between all the capacitors and all of the induc-

tors directed along the same axis. These couplings are not included in the circuit model 

Fig. 2.12 Equivalent circuit for PEEe model in Fig. 2.13. 

,--, ,-- --, ,--, 
1 I I I I I 
I __ I L_ __ J I __ I 

Fig. 2.13 Simple PEEe model with two IVes and three eves. 
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shown in Fig. 2.12 for clarity. In order to illustrate how a complete solution is constructed, 

the example in Figs. 2.13-2.12 will be used to facilitate this discussion. The first step 

towards a solution involves applying (2.51) at each of the two IVCs. This is equivalent to 

enforcing Kirchoff's Voltage Law (KVL) around the two loops shown in Fig. 2.12. result

ing in the following loop equations, 

2 

•^>"2 iPl..'/p.<2.52) 
n =  I  

I -pp,- ^e J = 0 
m  =  I  

2 

+y<» i; + <2") 

3 = I 

-PPy.n,' J = 0 
m = 1 

where several of subscripts were omitted due to the simplicity of the circuit. Next. Kir

choff's Current Law (KCL) is applied at each of the three nodes shown in Fig. 2.12. 

Enforcement of KCL is to circuit theory what the continuity equation (2.25) is to Max

well's equations. In fact, since there is no charge accumulation at the nodal positions and 

through the definition of the pulse functions in (2.33), discretization of the continuity 

equation gives 

£/,- = 0 (2.54) 
i 

where I -  represents each of the currents flowing into the node around which the continuity 

equation is applied. As it turns out, this discrete form of the continuity equation is identi



cal to KCL. For the circuit shown in Fig. 2.12, enforcement of KCL at each of the three 

nodes gives 

= -hp,, 12-55) 

'c, = I2-56) 

'c, = (2-57) 

where the currents i are given by a rearrangement of the terms in (2.49) and change in 
^ I 

notation for die potential coefficients, 

i, =  — < ! > , - ( 2 . 5 8 )  
p  ^ p -  ' ^ 1  
^ U I j I 

In circuit terms, the first quantity to the right of die equal sign in (2.58) is interpreted as 

the equation for the current flowing through a capacitor of value l/p^ ,. This capacitance 

is known as the self capacitance. The second term to the right of the equal sign in (2.58) is 

interpreted as a sum of current-controlled current sources with coefficients j/p- , and 

controlling currents i evaluated at all other CVCs. These controlled sources provide a 
/ 

mechanism by which the capacitive couplings may be included. With this in mind, a more 

representative model may now be constructed which properly accounts for the capacitive 

coupling. Figure 2.14 shows such a circuit. In this diagram, die currents in the current-con

trolled current sources are defined as 

'F = (2.59) 
' ^ p -  •  '  

i ^ J  
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and the inductors which represent the mutual couplings are not shown. The independent 

R. ^Pu R, 

clyV-

MAAKinp—MAV^ 

'u-y Oi 4^®^' ^ 

c2tV - '».e 

O2 

Fig. 2.14 Equivalent circuit for PEEC model in Fig. 2.13 (including capacitive coupling model). 

voltage sources attached to the capacitive branches are of value OV and act as ammeters 

which monitor the currents flowing into the corresponding CVCs. 

This finalizes the solution for the simple PEEC model shown in Fig. 2.13. Starting with 

five unknowns (O,, 4>2, O3, ), the two KVL equations (2.52)-(2.53) and die 

three KCL equations (2.55)-(2.57) completes the solution. The auxiliary equation 

i = dQ/dt is necessary to relate the total charge in terms of the current. In addition, the 

definitions in (2.5S) and (2.59) are also needed. 

2.3 Modified Nodal Analysis 

Although the process of applying KVL and KCL as detailed in the previous section pro

vides a rigorous solution to problems involving PEEC models, it has the disadvantage of 

being very difficult to manage as the problem size increases. There is an alternative 
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approach called Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA) [16] which provides for a much more 

intuitive and straight-forward procedure for the solution of circuit equations. The MNA 

process involves forming the solution through enforcement of KCL at each node, in addi

tion to construction of auxiliary or branch constitutive equations (BCEs) for circuit ele

ments such as inductors which do not have an admittance representation, i.e. those circuit 

elements which cannot be described by the following terminal characteristics, 

I  =  YV (2.60) 

where I  is the branch current, Y is the admittance, and V is the terminal voltage. 

The first step towards a solution using MNA is to enumerate the total number of voltages 

and currents required to form the resulting matrix. Appendix A lists the voltages and cur

rents which are needed for each elementary circuit type. Next, a square mauix is formed 

such that the rows and columns correspond with the unknown voltages and currents. Typi

cally, the matrix is formed by first specifying the node voltages followed by the branch 

currents. Next, values for each circuit element are "stamped" or added to the matrix 

according to format given in Appendix A. 

In order io illustrate the power and simplicity of the MNA approach, the PEEC circuit 

from the previous section will be formulated using MNA. The circuit is shown again in 

Fig. 2.15 with the series resistance values omitted for simplicity. The solution is con

structed by adding the circuit stamp associated with each element one-by-one to the solu

tion matrix. The resulting matrix is given by 
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Fig. 2.15 Equivalent circuit used for MNA solution. 

0  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  

0  0  0  0  0  0  -I I 0  I 0  0  0  0  

0  0  0  0  0  0  0  - 1  0  0  1  0  0  0  

0  0  0  0  0  0  0  - 1  0  0  -I 0  0  

0  0  0  0  0^2, 2 0  0  0  0  - 1  0  0  - 1  0  

0  0  0  0  0  «3,3 0  0  0  0  - 1  0  0  - 1  

1  - 1  0  0  0  0  - P i ,  I -pl, 2  0  0  0  0  0  0  

0  I - 1  0  0  0  -P2,1 —P2, 2 0  0  0  0 0 0 

1  0 0 - 1  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1  0 0 - 1  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1  0 0 -I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -"^1,2 -Y1.3 1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -Y2.1 0 -^2, 3 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -Y3.1 -Y3. 2 0 0 0 I 

^2 

^3 

^C, 

''Pl. 1 

C2 

(2.61) 

where the following notation is used. 

aij = '— (2.62) 
' Pi.i 

-ymXi 
P/.y = jcoLp-je (2.63) 
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Pi i 
lij = -^e (2.64) 

Pi, i 

with the substitution of and for the time delay of the inductive and capacitive 

terms, respectively. 

As an alternative to merely interpreting MNA as the method used to solve circuit equa

tions through the use of "stamping" in values to solution matrix, a more intuitive interpre

tation may be used instead. Upon close inspection of the rows involving the node voltages 

in (2.61), it is apparent that those rows may be simply formed by enforcing KCL at those 

nodes. For example, the current equation for v-, in (2.61) is given by 

" = 0- (2.65) 

In addition, the rows corresponding to the branch currents represent the additional equa

tions required by those circuit elements without an admittance representation. For exam

ple, the BCE for _ in (2.61) is given by 

-ycOTt 
V , I ' / p ,  , - y C 0 ^ / ? l . 2 e  =  0 -  ^ - 6 6 )  

This analysis shows that MNA provides a mechanism for the solution of circuit equations 

through the enforcement of KCL at every node voltage in addition to the selective enforce

ment of KVL through certain branches. 

2.3.1 Semi-Condensed Modified Nodal Analysis 

Although MNA provides an intuitive approach for the solution of FEEC models, there is 

a significant computational overhead involved in forming such a solution. This is due to 
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the fact that the MNA process generates an excess number of unknowns, i.e. more 

unknowns than are absolutely necessary to completely model the system. Upon inspection 

of the equivalent circuit in Fig. 2.15, it is desirable in most cases to eliminate the 

unknowns representing the currents through the current-controlled current sources ip 

since these values are generally not of interest. 

The process of reducing the size of the MNA solution through the elimination of the cur

rents through the current-controlled current sources is called semi-condensed MNA 

(scMNA). This reduction in computational effort is accomplished by first noting the form 

of the BCEs for the rows corresponding to the ic variables. In (2.61), those relations are 

given by 

i p  =  e t- + e I. (2.67) 
'  P \ . i  •  P i . \  

Ip = e I. + —^e I. (2.68) 
- Pi,! " Pzi 

i p  = —=-e I .  + —^e I . .  (2.69) 
P3,3 Pi, 3 

Since the expressions for ip are not dependent upon one another, these variables may by 

eliminated by simply substituting for each occurrence of ip , its corresponding definition 

as given in (2.67), (2.68), or (2.69). Given this development, the scMNA reduced matrix 

corresponding to (2.61) is given by 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -I 0 

0 0 0 ®1,1 0 0 0 0 -1 

0 0 0 0 ^̂ 2, 2 0 0 0 -Y2.1 

0 0 0 0 0 "3,3 0 0 -Y3.1 

1 -I 0 0 0 0 -P..1 ~PL. 2 0 

0 1 -1 0 0 0 "̂ 2. 1 "1̂ 2. 2 0 

1 0 0 -I 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 

0 
1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

^1 

^2 
^3 

''Pl. 1 

^ I p z .  2  

C; 

- -

(2.70) 

-1 -YI.2-YI,. 

-Y2,: 

•Y3.2 -1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

whose solution is mathematically equivalent to the one using (2.61). It is important to note 

that scMNA, not to mention any other method which reduces the computational effort of 

MNA, results in a matrix which is not compatible or consistent with the SPICE algo

rithms. In other words, to effect a solution using anything other than MNA requires the 

development of a special purpose circuit simulator with that variation of MNA built-in. To 

complicate matters further, the exponential factor which accounts for the delay in the cou

pling terms may only be implemented in such a special purpose circuit simulator since 

non-linear factors are not allowed for mutual inductors or current-controlled current 

sources in SPICE. 

2.3.2 Condensed Modified Nodal Analysis 

The technique which results in the fewest number of unknowns which works in both fre

quency and time-domain solutions is called Condensed Modified Nodal Analysis (cMNA) 
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[27]. cMNA allows the system to be characterized with only one unknown for each IVC 

and CVC. More specifically, a branch current is assigned to each IVC and a node voltage 

is assigned to each CVC. 

c l ,  

1,1 

^Pl,l 

c2. 

:t>vi ^ 
2^ T 

c3, 

3J 

Fig. 2.16 Equivalent circuit used for cMNA solution. 

Starting with the circuit shown in Fig. 2.15, cMNA is developed through the elimination 

of the independent voltage sources or ammeters which were responsible for the additional 

unknowns and . This results in a system of equations involving only v- and . 

Figure 2.16 shows the equivalent circuit used in this formulation. The cMNA approach 

can be interpreted as a modification to scMNA which eliminates both v. and r as 

unknowns. This is achieved by utilizing the expressions at the rows corresponding to 

and from (2.70), 

'c, = 

'c, = "2, 2^C; ~ Y2, I 'c, ~ Y2, 3'c3 

'c, = a3.3Vc3-Y3.l'c -Y3.2^c, 

V, = 

(2.71) 

(2.72) 

(2.73) 

(2.74) 
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Vj = (2.75) 

V-, = V (2.76) J Cj 

where (2.74)-(2.76) are substituted into (2.71)-(2.73) and is eliminated from the right-

hand-side of (2.7l)-(2.73) by 

'c, - -'/pi.. (2.77) 

(2.78) 

( 2 . 7 9 )  

This development results in the following expressions for solely in terms of the cMNA 

unknowns v ,  and  i ,  

'c; '/pi. I 'ipi.: 
L = '/r, • Cj 'P:.: 

'c, - ̂ 1. 1^1 

'c, = "2. 2^2 Y2, 1 '/p, , ~ "Yl. , 

'cj = "3.3*^3 "*"^3. I'/p,, ~Y3.2('/p,, 
which upon substituted into (2.70) gives 

(2.80) 

(2.81) 

(2.82) 

«i. i  0  0 I-Y1.2 yi .2-Yi.  

0 a2 2 

0 0 aj  

1 -1  0  

0 1 -1  

0 - ̂ + Y2.1 J - Y2,: 

-Pi.i -P1.2 
"^2, 1 "^2. 2 

1 1 

^3 

''Pi. 1 

''Pi 1 

(2.83) 

2.3.3 Modified Loop Analysis 

The last and most reduced form of MNA is a method specific to the frequency-domain 

called Modified Loop Analysis (MLA) [26], This scheme is similar to MoM in that the 

unknowns are all currents. More specifically, for PEEC these currents are the branch cur

rents through the FVCs or inductors. The main idea behind MLA is to replace the parallel 
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combination of capacitor and current-controlled current source which represents each 

CVC with its Norton equivalent circuit or series combination of capacitor and current-con

trolled voltage source. 

Fig. 2.17 Norton equivalent circuit used in MLA. 

Figure 2.17 demonstrates the transformation which takes place for the circuit elements 

representing each CVC. For the Norton equivalent circuit, the complex impedance for the 

capacitor p, /s and the current-controlled current source of value (taken from (2.59)) 

<2.84. 

are multiplied and result in the current-controlled voltage source value. 

"• <2-85) 
j  

' "y 

This analysis is not applicable in the time-domain since the l / s  term in (2.85) corre

sponds to an integration in the time-domain and would therefore be inconsistent with a 

MNA-type solution. 



Fig. 2.18 Equivalent circuit used for MLA solution. 

Using this idea, the MLA formulation results in the circuit shown in Fig. 2.18 for the 2-

cell PEEC model shown in the previous sections. This circuit has two unknowns . 

iip^ therefore all that is required is to perform KVL around the two loops. 

Pi  \  ,  P - ,  
' + + (2.86) 

Pt •> . r 1 Pi 3 

+ " +% + ^'c3- (2.87) 

The expressions above are simplified further through the use of (2.85) and (2.77)-(2.79) to 

obtain equations involving only the unknown current through the inductors. 

[  T  . P \ , l , P 2 , 2  P l . 2  P Z I  • ' " V i ] .  

r r P 2 , 2  ,  P l , 2  .  P % 2  
^ s L p ^ 2 ^  +  - p ^ ^ e  + — e  J'/p,: = ^ 

(2.88) 

r , P 2 , 2  .  P x \  P 3 A  .  P 3 , 2  

[ T .  P 2 , l  ,  P l . h  P 2 , 3  P h .  2  "'"V:"!- n 

+ (2.89) 



2.3.4 Comparison of Reduced Modified Nodal Analysis 

Schemes 

In sections 2.3.1-2.3.3, three variations to MNA were introduced. scMNA and cMNA 

represented alternate formulations which can be used in both the time and frequency 

domains while MLA is specific to only frequency domain. These methods serve to reduce 

the computational effort involved in effecting a circuit-oriented solution containing PEEC 

models via the strategic elimination of those unknowns in the system which are not 

required to solve the problem. Although these schemes serve as a straightforward 

approach for reducing the size of the system, simulators such as SPICE are only capable of 

using MNA. Therefore, it is necessary to either modify SPICE or create a special purpose 

simulator if these methods are to be exploited. 

In the development of these alternative schemes, the solution for a 2-cell PEEC model 

was generated in each case. The number of unknowns required to solve the equivalent cir

cuit for MNA, scMNA, cMNA, and MLA were 14, II, 5, and 2, respectively. Extrapolat

ing from this result. Table 2.1 summarizes the overhead compared to MLA in the number 

of unknowns as the circuit size increases with or without the series resistor. It is evident 

that there is a lot to gain in efficiency by using any one of these variations. However, as the 

overhead is reduced, the complexity and generality of the resulting system is compro

mised. For example, MLA requires the fewest number of unknowns, but upon inspection 

of the matrix coefficients (see (2.88)-(2.89)), it is evident that the formulation can become 
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Scheme 
Overhead 

(without Resistor) 
Overhead 

(with Resistor) 

cMNA 2x 3x 

scMNA 4x 5x 

MNA 5x 6x 

Table 2.1 Overhead compared to MLA associated with solving large PEEC models. 

quite tedious and prone to error as the problem size increases. Moreover, MLA has the 

unique distinction in that the only allowable external connections to the PEEC models are 

independent voltage sources. On the other hand, MNA requires the largest number of 

unknowns, but is the easiest to formulate and can accommodate any circuit element. 

In addition to the added complexity in formulating the reduced schemes, there is added 

overhead in computation time associated with the overwhelming number of entries into 

the matrix as the dimensionality of current flow is increased. Figure 2.19 shows the equiv

alent circuit for a CVC and its adjacent inductors for the case of 3D current flow. As 

explained in Section 2.2.2, the current acts as an ammeter and monitors the sum total of 

all the currents flowing in that CVC. For the case shown in Fig. 2.19, if the currents sur

rounding the CVC are named through , then the CVC current is given by 

6 

V = I <2-90) 
n = 1 

The consequence of this seemingly minor detail is that instead of being able to reference 

the CVC current using one variable, it is now necessary to use six variables. Hence the 
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Fig. 2.19 CVC and adjacent inductors for PEEC model with 3D current. 

number of entries into tiie matrix invariably increases. In addition, ttiere is added complex

ity in identifying which currents flow into the CVCs. 

The factors which ultimately dictate the method of solution are the reduction of matrix 

size and the ability to include any external circuit. This can be accomplished by using 

MLA and cMNA for frequency- and time-domain, respectively, on those portions of the 

PEEC model which do not contain external connections and using scMNA on those por

tions with external connections. Such a combined technique seems to be the best compro

mise between functionality and efficiency. Nevertheless it may very difficult to implement 

in a general-purpose simulator. 
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2.4 Partial Inductances 

up to this point, it has been assumed that the term on the right-hand-side of (2.40) is the 

partial inductance which is given by (2.41). However, in general, this value is classified in 

two categories: the particil self inductance and the partial mutual inductance. The partial 

self inductance represents the inductance of a conductor due to a current induced on that 

conductor while the partial mutual inductance represents the mutual inductance between 

two conductors due to a current induced on one of the conductors. For linear, reciprocal 

systems, the partial mutual inductance between conductors A and B is equal to the partial 

m u t u a l  i n d u c t a n c e  b e t w e e n  c o n d u c t o r s  B  a n d  A  .  

As a first step towards the calculation of the partial inductances, it is beneficial to recast 

(2.41) into the following form. 

where the notation = [r- - ry| is used and the volume integrations are expanded with 

the dl term designating the direction of current flow for the corresponding conductors. 

The dot product, dl- • dlj, states mathematically that the partial mutual inductance is zero 

if the conductors are orthogonal. For the special case where the conductor cross-sections 

are small compared to their lengths, (2.91) reduces to the expression suitable for filamen

tary current elements, 

(2.91) 

(2.92) 
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Upon substitution of (2.92) into (2.91), 

represents the partial inductance resulting from the integration of Lf over the cross-sec-
J 1.1 

tions of both conductors. Numerically, (2.93) is calculated by subdividing the cross-sec

tions of the conductors into smaller and smaller pieces until the subdivided cross-sections 

are small compared to the lengths of the conductors. Assuming that the cross-sections of 

conductors i and j are segmented into K and M sections of equal cross-sectional area, 

respectively, the discrete form of (2.93) is given by 

K M 

« = ly = 1 

Thus, the partial inductance can be calculated numerically by a discrete summation of par

tial inductances of filamentary current elements. The calculation of die partial induc

tances, Lpj , has been performed in [2l]-[24] and closed-form expressions exist for 

many different conductor shapes. In what follows, a summary will be given detailing the 

computation of the partial self inductance (/ = j) and the partial mutual inductance 

These two cases need to be treated separately since the term r-j in the integrand of 

the integral for the partial self inductance is singular. 

2.4.1 Partial Self Inductance of a Filament 

In this section, formulas will be given for the calculation of partial self inductance for 

rectangular geometries with length /, width W, and thickness T. For the case of a conduc
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tor with appreciable thickness, the partial self inductance of a filament with u  =  l / W  and 

w = T/W is given by 

3) (2.951 

where 

u '  ̂  - i f  ( a  \  u  .  - i f  u  \  ̂ 7  1 - i f u o i  
- —tan —— + 7—Ag - -tan —— + — - —tan — 
6Q) \uAJ 4Q) ° 6 yaAj 4 6© VA4 

H ^[In(M + Aj) - Ay] H ^(A[ - A^) + I - A2) 
24Q)~ 20co" 60CO"H 

A J — / J I  +  u '  

At = Vl +C0" 

I 2 2 A 3 = a/ CO +  u  

A4 = 7 l  +co^ +  «~ 

A5 = In 

/ (»  +A,  
As = ln( ^ 

'^1 = ln(^ 
fu+A^ 

Ai 

For case of thin conductors or w 0, Lp^ // is given by 
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=  ^ | 3 1 n [ M  +  J u ~  +  l ]  +  u ~  +  u  ' (2.96) 

As can be seen in Fig. 2.20, (2.95) and (2.96) yield practically the same result for values of 

vv less than 0.01. 

T/W=1 

a. 

0.1 

0.01 
0.1 10 1 100 1000 

l/W 

Fig. 2.20 Partial self-inductance for rectangular conductors. 

In the calculation of partial self inductance ( K  =  M ) ,  (2.95) and (2.96) represent M  of 

2 
the necessary M calculations, assuming the conductor is segmented into M pieces along 

the width and thickness. The other M(M- 1) values are given through the formulas for 

partial mutual inductance as explained in the next section. This may seem misleading 
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since (2.95) and (2.96) are formulas for the partial self inductance. But, it is important to 

remember that (2.95) and (2.96) represent the partial self inductance of a filament. Thus, 

since a single conductor is split into several smaller filaments, (2.95) and (2.96) are appro-

priate only for those filaments which overlap. 

2.4.2 Partial Mutual Inductance Between Two Filaments 

For filaments which do not totally overlap one another, it is necessary to use yet another 

X / z / j / 
/ 

/ 

i / 

/ 

a. 
J 

Dz 
a. 

I 

y 
Dy 

Fig. 2.21 Partitioning of conductors i and j . 

formula for calculation of partial inductance. This quantity is called the partial mutual 

inductance. Referring to conductors i and j in Fig. 2.21, the partial mutual inductance 

between the filament with cross-sectional area a i on conductor i and the filament with 
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cross-sectional area on conductor j  is given by 

S |(-U''^'gfelog[gfe + 7gi^l-A^i^} (2.97) 
' i= 1 I- 1 

where 

^1 = I +P 

g2 =  1 +p-V 

^3 =  P - v  

8 A  =  P  

with the normalizations v  = lj/l. , p  = Dyii , and r  =  +  Dyi^ .  This formula is 

also applicable for the calculation of partial mutual inductance between different filaments 

on the same conductor. 

2.4.3 Calculation of Partial Inductances 

Given the formulas for the partial self (2.95)-(2.96) and mutual (2.96) inductances of fil

aments in the previous section, the partial self and mutual inductance for the conductors 

may be calculated by summing up the contributions of the filaments which make up the 

conductor. For example, the partial mutual inductance between two conductors is given 

approximately by the discrete summation in (2.94). It is important to note that Lp^ j 

approaches the exact value as the number of filaments approaches infinity. However, in 

most cases, the partial inductance may be accurately calculated with only a few filaments 

for each conductor. For those cases where the aspect ratio is large between the width and 

length, it may be necessary to employ thin tape-tape algorithm [23] to speed up conver-
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gence of the summation in (2.94). 

On the other hand, for a conductor segmented into K divisions along the width and 

thickness, the partial self inductance is given by expanding (2.94), 

'•Pu = is 'L'-Pf,., = 73 
^  i = l j =  I  f r  

K  K  K  

S I S ̂Pf... <2-98) 
t = 1 y = 1 £ = 1 

y 

where the first term in the brackets denotes the mutual contribution between the filaments 

and the second term in the brackets denotes the self contribution for the filaments. 

2.5 Partial Coefficients of Potential 

As identified in section 2.2.2, the partial coefficient of potential is given by 

PPli = 
I <• dS; 

4iiea. Js, |r - r,|" 
(2.99) 

} "n I ;i 

This expression involves an integration over each surface of CVC y. However, this may be 

stated in an alternate way by using the notation 

M 
J = £ J (2.100, 
'  m = l  -

to signify that the surface area may be decomposed into each of its M contiguous sur

faces; i.e. the contribution from the surface area of some volume may described by sepa

rately summing up the effects from each of its six faces. Upon substitution of (2.100) into 

(2.99), we get 
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Af ds^ 
(2 .101)  

m = 1 

Jh  with 5^ denoting the total surface area of all M sides of the j CVC. Taking the inner 

• t h .  product (2.38) of (2.101) with respect to i  CVC and applying (2.100), we get 

p I 4;te5 5 S Z 

where the potential coefficient is now referred to a s  p instead of pp for the purpose of 

emphasizing the fact that some operations were needed to transform pp from its original 

form in (2.99) although its interpretation has not changed. The quantity 5^ represents the 

total surface area of all L sides of the CVC. 

L M ds,ds. 1 
L M 

Fig. 2.22 Cells oriented in parallel. 
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Fig. 2.23 Cells oriented perpendicular to each other. 

The integral ipsi^) in (2.102) is very difficult to evaluate for general shaped conduc

tors. However, the solution to this integral exists in closed-form for a limited number of 

geometric arrangements [12],[25]. Two of the most common arrangements include con

ducting surfaces which conform to the cartesian coordinate systems and are either parallel 

or perpendicular to each other. Figures 2.22 and 2.23 show these two arrangements. The 

exact value of the potential coefficient for the parallel cell arrangement in Fig. 2.22 is 

given by 

4 4 
f + V 

:=  lw= I  

2 ^2 a, -C 
-—a, ln(a , - I -p)  +—b^\n{b^ + p) (2.103) 

-g(Z>2-2C2 + af)p-fc^Ca, tan  

where 
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P = M + K + (r 

and 

fa a, = a,; - — - — 
1 V 2 2 

" 2  =  " 0 * 1 - J  

= a,; + ^ ^ 

<24 = a;;~-E + -~ 

f a j a  

f a . i a  
•'J '2 2 

b, = 
V 2 2 

b, = fc. J±JA 
- 'J 2 2 

b, = A, J± + i' 
y 2 2 

h - h fb 

The exact value of the potential coefficietit for the perpendicular cell arrangement in Fig 

2.23 is given by 

P^im = III (_l)^ + f + v+i (2.104) 
i = I f = 1 V = I 

.17 ' 6"+ P' + ( Y - f + p) 

+ a,b,c,\n(c, + P) - ̂  - ̂ tan-'f—'] 
3 6 

with 
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p = 

and additionally. 

bz: y 2 

br. 
2 

^ij  ̂ 2 

Js ""ij 2' 
This completes the derivation of the partial coefficients of potential. It is important to 

note that the equations for in (2.103)-(2.104) are appropriate for the calculation of 

the pjutial mutual as well as partial self coefficients. These expressions may be further 

reduced if cells / and m are identical. However, it is equally valid to adjust the namral 

logarithm and inverse tangent terms in (2.103)-(2.104) such that a small number. 

-12 
e = 10 , is added to the denominators of their arguments. This minor adjustment insures 

that these operations will not result in overflow while preserving the numerical accuracy 

of the algorithms. 

2.6 Equivalent Circuits for Skin-Effect Models 

Starting with Maxwell's equations, the main focus of this chapter was to outline the 

steps necessary in deriving equivalent circuit models via the PEEC methodology. During 

the development of these equivalent circuit models, approximations were made and justi

fied where appropriate. However, in section 2.2.1, there was no explanation or justification 
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for the choice of discretization for the skin-effect models. This discussion was intention

ally absent from the section since it involved an understanding of the sections proceeding 

it. The phenomenon of skin-effect is related to how the field penetrates along the cross-

AT 

Fig. 2.24 Discrete model for 2D current flow. 

section of conductors, thus changing the distribution of current. Typically, these effects are 

captured through the use of parallel combinations of inductors/resistors along the direction 

of current flow. In the following, only one of the cross-sectional dimensions is used in the 

discussion of skin-effect. This simplification is solely for the purpose of reducing the com

plexity of the examples to aid readability. 

Consider the discrete model for 2D current flow shown in Fig. 2.24. This model is con

sistent with the one in Figs. 2.6-2.7 and shows how the IVCs and CVCs are partitioned for 

L- and W-directed current flow. The equivalent circuit for this choice of discretization is 

shown in Fig. 2.25. It is evident in this circuit model how the two discrete models in Fig. 

2.24 are combined to form a truly 2D representation for current flow. In particular, the four 

CVCs shown by the alternating fill patterns in Fig. 2.24 are represented by the four combi

nations of capacitor and current-dependent current source. Also, the two FVCs for L- and 

W-directed current flow result in two equivalent inductors directed along the L- and W-
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4,4 

Fig. 2.25 Equivalent circuit for PEEC model in Fig. 2.24. 

axes, respectively. The purpose of using such a 2D model is to characterize the current 

flow throughout finite size ground planes or wide traces with negligible thickness. How

ever, for the case that the width is relatively small compared to the length, the 2D model 

becomes less and less important since the current which flows along the width is almost 

zero. In this case, although the current directed along the width is small, the fact that there 

may be charge accumulation on the ends of the conductor necessitates using the same 

arrangement of L-directed inductors. This reduced model is realized by simply replacing 

the W-directed inductors with short circuits. This simplification to the circuit may not 

seem to bring about much change in the overall system, but is important to note that the 
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removal of the two circuit elements greatly reduce computation time since, as for the case 

of the inductors, they are coupled to every other inductor directed along the same axis. In 

other words, through the removal of one coupled element from a system of N + \ coupled 

elements, that element as well asN coupling elements are reduced. Therefore, through the 

use of this simple reduction, there comes significant savings in computation time at the 

expense of a small reduction in accuracy. The equivalent circuit for this reduced circuit is 

shown in Fig 2.26. Through careful inception of this circuit, it is apparent that the "amme-

Fig. 2.26 First order 2D PEEC skin-effect model. 

ters" or OV voltage sources are still present. In terms of the PEEC approximation, the 
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unknowns attnbuted to the currents actually represent the unknown charges on the 

CVCs. This gives the model the ability to account for charge accumulation on the CVCs or 

capacitive plates. 

LPi i  

Fig. 2.27 Second order 2D PEEC skin-effect model. 

For the next level of approximation, the shorted voltage sources are connected together 

to form one voltage source. As a result the capacitors representing the partial self potential 

coefficients which were in separate branches are now connected in parallel while the par

tial mutual interactions for the potential coefficients are now combined. This model is 

capable of accounting for the charge distribution along the CVCs for the partial self contri

bution, but neglects the charge distribution for the partial mutual contribution. When cal

culating the mutual interactions, the capacitive subdivisions are formed by connecting 

those CVCs which are now in parallel. The equivalent circuit for this configuration is 



shown in Fig. 2.27. 

The simplest yet least accurate model is constructed by joining all parallel combinations 

of partial self potential coefficients into one value from the second order skin-effect 

model. This choice of discretization is consistent with the one shown in the layout of the 

CVCs and FVCs from section 2.2.1. From the figures in that section, it can be seen that the 

discretization of the CVCs is that of a one-dim.ensional model. This gives a clue as to how 

the equivalent circuits are formed. Figure 2.28 shows the equivalent circuit when this 

approximation is applied to the 2D PEEC model. 

Fig. 2.28 Third order 2D PEEC skin-effect model. 

In this section, three approximate models were presented for the characterization of 

skin-effect PEEC models. The skin-effect models serve to decrease the computational 

requirements at the expense of overall accuracy. For the three models presented, the trade
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off of accuracy for efficiency increased with each level. The determination of the optimum 

level to model skin-effect depends on model complexity as well as the sensitivity of skin-

effect to the desired output. Model complexity affects the accuracy of the skin-effect 

model because as the system becomes more complex, the charge distributions along the 

edges of the conductors become more irregular due to non-uniformities in the geometry 

and ultimately contribute to the proximity effect. The proximity effect can only be 

accounted for when the currents flowing through the CVCs are retained as unknowns in 

die system. These currents correspond to the charges on the surface of the CVCs and are 

properly accounted on the level one skin-effect and full PEEC models. Ultimately, sensi

tivity of the system output to skin-effect is the means by which the proper skin-effect 

model may be selected. There are no steadfast rules by which this process may be expe

dited. It is only through numerical simulations that the designer may arrive at the most 

appropriate skin-effect model. On the other hand, if fast solutions and memory require

ments are not a priority, the full PEEC model may be used. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXTENSIONS AND REDUCED FORMS OF PEEC 

MODELS 

A common misconception among those who are not very familiar with PEEC is that it is 

merely a way to interpret MoM-type solutions in terms of equivalent circuit elements. On 

the contrary, there has been extensive progress in the past few years which show how this 

method may be extended to include incident fields, dielectric models, images, and calcula

tion of field quantities. Even more important is the fact that the model complexity of the 

resulting PEEC model may be reduced after the discrete model has be formulated. This 

last characteristic is totally unique to the PEEC method and may ultimately serve to propel 

the PEEC methodology well into the next generation of EM CAD tools for high-speed 

electronic systems. In fact, there are many new commercially-available electronic design 

tools which use the PEEC method for the noise characterization of systems ranging from 

relatively low frequency board-level designs to high frequency design of package- and IC-

level interconnects. 
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3.1 Incident Fields 

A recent advancement to the PEEC methodology allows for the solution of systems in 

the presence of external electromagnetic fields [26]-[27]. This extension is known as 

SPEEC since it results in a scattered field formulation. The SPEEC model is developed via 

recasting the electric tield integral equation in terms of its scattered field equivalent, or 

'^{f) = (3.1) 

where Ef, Ef, and denote the scattered, total, and incident electric fields, respectively. 

and the total electric field is given by 

E'er) = ^ + V<t)(r)+yQ)A(r). (3.2) 
<7 

Substituting (3.2) into (3.1) and solving for the incident electric field, the scattered field 

formulation results in 

^ ( f )  =  + V(j) ( r )+ycoA(r) .  (3 .3)  
G  

The presence of the ^ term in (3.3) represents a source term since the incident field is 

known over the domain. Since this expression may be interpreted as the full-wave analog 

to KVL, the incident electric field can be accounted for through the introduction of an 

additional voltage drop across the loop in which this expression is evaluated. In particular, 

since (3.3) is applied at each FVC, the voltage sources which ultimately account for the 

incident field are placed in series with the partial self inductances. The values of the addi



tional voltage sources obviously depend on the form of incident electric field and are 

quantified through forming an inner product at each rVC, 

— [ £'(r)<iv = —f f Ef{r)dadl (3.4) 

which has units of voltage and whose value depends on the functional dependence of the 

electric field. 

3.2 Dielectric Models 

One of the inherent problems involving integral equation formulations like PEEC and 

MoM is that their basic formulations do not support the direct incorporation of materials 

whose dielectric constant is different than that of the background medium unless, of 

course, an appropriate Green's function is available for the geometry resulting from the 

combination of the background medium with the added materials (e.g. case of layered 

substrates). In the PEEC formulation, and especially in view of our interest in maintaining 

a SPICE-compatible time-domain formulation, this problem is dealt with through the 

addition of polarization currents [19]-[20] which appear as additional terms in Ampere's 

Law 

Vx//(r) = j t i i Z o E i f ) + T  { r ) + J ^ { f )  (3.5) 

= + cE{f) +yQ)eo(e^- l)£(r) 

where ^ and 7^ represent the conduction and polarization currents, respectively. If the 

contribution from both of these currents are identified as the total current or 
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f { f )  =  y { f ) + i ^ { f ) ,  (3.6) 

then (3.5) may be rewritten as 

Vx^(r) = y(oeo£(r)+y'(r). (3.7) 

The concept of splitting the total current in terms of its individual contributions allows 

for the development of a equivalent circuit model for dielectric media which parallels that 

of conducting media. Recall that for a conductor, the electric field is related to the current 

through 

E { f )  =  T  ( r ) / < y .  (3.8) 

The analogous expression for dielectrics as given in (3.5) is 

ECr) = T—7^ r/Cr) (3.9) 
7Coeo(e^- 1) 

where is the dielectric constant. Substitution of (3.9) into the expression relating the 

electric field to the magnetic vector and electric scalar potentials (2.9) yields 

-/(r) + V^r) +y(0A(r) = 0 (3.10) 
yO)£o(e;.- 1) 

where the current density ( r )  is associated with the magnetic vector potential and the 

bound charge residing on the surface of the dielectric volume q''(.r) is associated with the 

e lec t r ic  sca lar  potent ia l .  Upon subs t i tu t ion  of  (2 .27)- (2 .28)  in to  (3 .10)  for  a  sys tem wi th  K  

dielectric/conducting bodies, the electric field integral equation now becomes 



r 

I 
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k = I  

which is very similar to the statement involving only conducting geometries in (2.29). 

Through this observation, it is correct to assume that the equivalent circuit model for 

dielectrics is of the same general form as the conductors except for the circuit element 

which represents the first term in (3.11). The circuit element which corresponds to this 

first term can be obtained by taking its inner product as in (3.10), 

L  L, ,  a  = _z_ ,3 , , ,  
aJv7COEo(e^-1)  aL/a)eo(er- l )a j  7CoeQ(e^- l )a  ycoC^^ 

where v, a, and / are the volume, cross-sectional area, and length of the FVC over which 

the inner product is performed. The equivalent circuit represented by this term is an excess 

capacitance whose value is given by the familiar parallel plate equation t a / l  with 

permittivity e = £0(2^" ^ • Thus, the equivalent circuit model for dielectrics is the same 

as for conductors except that the resistors are replaced by capacitors. 

Upon discretization of (3.11), the unknown quantities associated with the dielectric bod

i e s  a r e  t h e  d i e l e c t r i c  c u r r e n t  Y { f )  t h r o u g h o u t  t h e  v o l u m e  a n d  t h e  b o u n d  c h a r g e  { r )  

over the surface. However, the second and third terms of (3.11) involve integration over 

the total current and charge. This means that the dielectric currents, or equivalently partial 

inductances, couple to both dielectric and conductor currents. Also, the bound charges, or 

equivalently potential coefficients, couple to both dielectric and conductor potential coef
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ficients. Thus, the model for the dielectric is very much like that for a conductor except 

that polarization current is modeled instead of conduction current. The existence of such 

dielectrics in PEEC models attribute to added complexity since the dielectrics are gener

ally described by models using three-dimensional current flow. 

3.3 Image Problem 

Fig. 3.1 Transformation to image currents and voltages. 

For geometries containing one or more conducting planes, there is a tremendous require

ment computationally due to the fact that these planes are generally discretized using large 

two-dimensional PEEC models. These problems not only create a large number of 

unknowns, but the number of coupling terms added to the system becomes prohibitive. To 

circumvent this problem, if it appropriate to assume that the planes are lossless and infinite 

in extent, then a Green's function taking into account these planes may be used to elimi

nate the unknowns representing the planes. Alternatively, it is appropriate to solve this 

problem using the image concept. Both the image concept and construction of an altema-

tive Green's function result in the same solution. The image concept involves the elimina

tion of the conducting planes with "imaged" coupling terms. 
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Figure 3.1 shows the transformation of a geometry with one ground plane to one 

replaced by the branch currents and node voltages plus their images located equidistant 

from the ground plane. Note that the images of the branch currents oriented parallel to the 

axis of the ground plane incur a change of sign. The imaged node voltages also have a sign 

change. 

For the image problem, the value of the image currents and voltages are identically equal 

to those currents and voltages from which they are obtained. This means that when solving 

the image problem, there is not an increase in the number of unknowns. However, there 

will be an increase in the number of coupling terms, A/^/' number of coupling 

terms in the absence of the ground plane, . Fortunately, the number of coupling terms 

in the presence of the ground plane, N^q, is much greater than Therefore, when 

solving the image problem, in addition to saving in the number of unknowns, there also is 

a significant reduction in the number of coupling terms. So, for those cases where the edge 

effects associated with the finite size of the ground plane are negligible, it is very favorable 

to solve the image problem. 

What remains for the solution of the image problem is the calculation of the coupling 

terms associated with the image currents and voltages. For simplicity, assume that there is 

one ground plane. For currents situated parallel to the image plane, an image current will 

be created which is opposite in direction to the current in which it is referenced from. 

Therefore, any coupling of this type associated with a current and any image is simply 
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~^pij where is the partial mutual associated with the non-image case. For currents 

situated perpendicular to the ground plane, there is no change of sign when referring to 

their images. Lastly, the coefficients of potential associated with any voltage and image 

voltage are given by -p-j where p-j is the coefficient of potential associated with the non-

image case. 

As an example, consider the CMNA solution of the two cell PEEC model in Fig. 3.2. 

This circuit has a vertical as well as horizontal cell situated above a perfectly conducting 

ground plane of infinite extent. The inductor Lp, , represents the vertical element and the 

inductor Lp2 2 represents the horizontal element. Using the notation from (2.62)-(2.64), 

V. OF 
V .  

3 2 

Fig. 3.2 PEEC tncxlel before applying image theory. 

the solution to this circuit in the absence of the ground plane is given in (2.83). However, 

when the ground plane is present, it is beneficial to solve the image problem. The trans

formed circuit is shown in Fig. 3.3. Notice that the orientation of the imaged inductor cur-
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Fig. 3.3 PEEC model after applying image theory. 

rents are consistent with image theory. The solution is constructed by first identifying the 

unknowns in the system. For this problem, they are identical to the case where the ground 

plane is absent. In particular, the unknown node voltages are v,, v,, V3 and the unknown 

inductor currents are i/p^ ^^. The equations governing current flow through the three 

CVCs above the image plane are given by 
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'c. = ("i. I+Tri)^i+(Yr2-Yi.2)'c,+(Yr3-Ti.3)'c3 (3.13) 

'c, = 2 + Yr2)^2 + (yr 1 - Y2, I )'c, + (7^3 - Y2. 3)'C3 (3.14) 

= («3, 3 + Yr3)^3 + (rr 1 - Y3. 1 )'c, + (7^2 " ̂3. 2)'c, (3.15) 

where y-j denotes the capacitive coupling between the /''' CVC and the image CVC 

where the appropriate delays are taken into account between the imaged and non-imaged 

CVCs. Substituting for with the equivalent inductive currents from (2.77)-(2.79), 

(3.13)-(3.15) become 

'c ,  =  («I ,1  +Yri)^ i+(Yi '"2-Yi .2)( ' /p , , - V,) + (Yr3-Yi . 3 ) V :  ( 3 . 1 6 )  

' c ,  =  ( "2 .2  +Y r2 ) ^2  +  (Y2 .  1  -Y r i ) ' / p ,  ,  + (Y r3  -Y2 .3 )V :  (3 -17 )  

'C3 =  («3.3+Yr3)^3+(Y3.1-Yfi ) ' /p , ,+(Yr2-Y3.2)(V,- ' / / ' : . :^-

The corresponding CMNA matrix is 

^ r\ .  im im im 
« i . i  0  0  I + Y 1 . 2 - Y 1 . 2  Y 1 . 3 - Y 1 . 3 + Y 1 . 2 - Y 1 . 2  

0 a; 2 0 - 1 + Y2.1 -Y^I Y2,3 

0 0 ab  Y3.i -Yri+Yr2-Y3,2 "  1 +  Yb.Z-Y'S^ 

1 -I 0 -Pu-Pt i  0 

0  1 - 1  0  

where a,', = a, , + and (3 •"! denotes the inductive coupling between the FVC and 

th 
j  image IVC. For this matrix, the inductive couplings R. , and Pj j are zero since the 

inductors are perpendicular to each other. In comparison to the matrix solution in the 

absence of the ground plane (2.83), (3.19) represents the solution to the image problem 

where only a few additional coupling terms are needed to effect a solution which takes 

M 

^2 

^3 

''Pi.i 

(3.19) 
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into account an infinitely large ground plane. Thus, image theory serves as a very powerful 

tool for the reduction of problem size and computation time. Image theory can also be 

applied for the case of multiple ground planes. In this case, the solution requires the trun

cation of the infinite number of imaged coupling terms which result. 

Given the far-field assumption, the calculation of the field quantities from the known 

branch currents and node voltages is fairly straightforward. We begin with the time har

monic form of the electric field. 

where A and are the magnetic vector and electric scalar potentials, respectively, and E 

is the electric field vector at some point in space and frequency, co. The potentials are 

defined in a AT conductor system by (2.27)-(2.28). The extension to include dielectrics is 

straightforward and will be discussed at the end of this section. If the source point or 

primed coordinates conform to the cartesian coordinate system and if the observation 

point or unprimed coordinates conform to the spherical coordinate system, the far-field 

expressions for (2.27) and (2.28) become 

3.4 Far-Field Calculation 

E{r) = -ycoA(r) - V<I>(r) (3.20) 

-y'Kr 
(3.21) 
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= i - i • ''• '"2' 
fc = 1 k = { * 

where a' = (x'cos0 +>-'sin<j))sin0 + z'cos0 . Discretization of (3.21) leads to 

-jKr ^ 
S I <3.23, 
i = 1 n = I 

for y = X ,  y ,  z  with d = (xcoscj) + ysin(t))sin9 + zcosG and Y  from (3.22) extends 

between the limits Y±Ay/2 for the n IVC of the k conductor describing current 

flow in the y direction with cross sectional area, , perpendicular to current flow. In a 

similar manner, discretization of (3.22) gives 

. -jKr fc o, 

f c =  l o  =  1  

th th where is the sum of all branch currents flowing out of the o CVC of the k conduc

tor. 

Now that the vector and scalar potential functions have been approximated and evalu

ated numerically, all that remains is to insert both expressions into (3.20). In the far-field, 

the r components of E and H are negligible compared to the (j) and 9 components. 

Therefore, after performing the gradient of the scalar potential in spherical coordinates, 

the non-zero components of the electric field can be written as 

£0(r, 9, 0) = -yCi)[A^cos0cos0 + AyCos9sin(l) - A^sin9] 

yfc[(.rcos(t) + _vsin(j))cos9 - jsinGl^ 

(3.25) 
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E^(r, 9, 0) = -yco[-A_jSin(() + A^cos0] ycos0)^ (3.26) 

where Ay and O are given by (3.23) and (3.24), respectively. Given the solution for E in 

(3.25) and (3.26), the presence of image currents and voltages are taken into account by 

simply included them into to calculation of Ay and <I> while preserving the proper signs 

for those terms. 

There are no modifications necessary for the far-field calculation of a system with con

ducting as well as dielectric bodies. The expressions for the potential functions in (3.23)-

(3.24) are applicable for both cases. In other words, the far-field is calculated by applying 

(3.23) and (3.24) at each IVC and CVC, respectively in the entire system. The next section 

will discuss the simplification of the problem via the systematic removal of partial induc

tances and potential coefficients. For these cases, removal of partial inductances from the 

problem results in the calculation of the far-field with A = 0. Similarly, removal of 

potential coefficients from the problem results in the calculation of the far-field with 

<I> = 0. 

3.5 Hierarchical Electromagnetic Modeling 

Two key attributes of the PEEC formulation are its ability to model heterogeneous sys

tems (i.e. systems involving lumped circuit elements as well as distributed electromag

netic components) and its suitability for hierarchical electromagnetic modeling. This 

second attribute is closely related to model complexity (or model order) reduction, and it 

is of critical importance to the efficiency with which electromagnetic analysis of intercon-
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Fig. 3.4 Hierarchy for PEEC conductor models. 
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nect and packaging structures associated with high-speed digital and high-frequency ana-

log electronics can be effected. For example, Fig. 3.4 depicts the hierarchical complexity 

which evolves from the PEEC model of a lossy conductor where the particular simplifica-

tions are identified by the symbols R, LP, P , and T for resistors, partial inductances, 

potential coefficients, and delays, respectively. 

A review of the applications of PEEC to electromagnetic simulation reveals that the 

most popular model complexity reduction has been the elimination of the delays in PEEC 

models. Clearly, this approximation is acceptable when the size of the structures under 

investigation is small compared to the minimum wavelength of interest. As an example, 

we mention the application of PEEC for the electrical modeling of single-chip package 

interconnects in terms of a network of resistors, partial inductances, and potential coeffi-

cients. Furthermore, if only the inductive behavior of the package is of interest, the PEEC 

model reduces to the so-called (R, L ) PEEC model, which is essentially a discrete p 
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approximation of the magnetic diffusion equation, and has been used extensively for pacic-

age inductance modeling [22]-[23]. 

The implementation of the PEEC formulation in a SPICE-compatible simulator provides 

for a more versatile application of the aforementioned quasi-static reduced PEEC models. 

More specifically, different levels of interconnect and different parts in the package and 

board of a system can be modeled for the purpose of signal integrity prediction by imple

menting different types of electrical models as appropriate. For example, an (/?, P) 

PEEC model can still be used to model the interconnects and associated ground and power 

planes within a single-chip package, with SPICE models for the driver electronics and 

SPICE-compatible transmission line models for the coupled interconnects on the integrat

ing substrate, card or board. This way, very complex interconnect/packaging structures 

can be modeled efficiently using a single modeling/simulation environment. 

In the aforementioned example it is assumed that the emphasis of the simulation is on 

the prediction of signal degradation due to crosstalk, interconnect delay, reflection, and 

simultaneous switching noise. If, in addition, the prediction of electromagnetic radiation 

from the interconnect and package structure is of interest, the aforementioned model 

becomes inadequate, and retardation effects need be taken into account. Furthermore, if it 

is possible to identify the dominant sources of radiation, the delays can be incorporated 

selectively and in a limited fashion where appropriate. For example, selected interconnects 

on printed circuit boards, which exhibit imbalances due to discontinuities or layout con

straints. can be modeled using a rigorous electromagnetic PEEC model, while the remain
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ing of the well-balanced interconnects can be modeled using SPICE-compatible 

transmission line models. To illustrate this concept, consider the 1.8 cm short-circuited 

coplanar waveguide shown in Fig. 3.5. Each of the three zero-thickness conductors are 

1.8cm 

1 1.0mm 

I 0.5mm 

X 

Fig. 3.5 Short-circuited coplanar waveguide. 

1.0 mm wide and are separated by 1.0 mm. The current sources attached to the near end 

of the waveguide are of equal magnitude for this balanced system. For the analysis of this 

waveguide, two methods shall be employed. First, a method of characteristics or SPICE 

transmission-line model is used as shown in Fig. 3.6. For this model, the characteristic 

impedance is Z0 = 134.0 Q and the equations for the voltages are given by 

Vl' = V2(t- TD)+ Z0 · !2(t- TD) 

V2' = Vl(t-TD)+Z0 ·Il'(t-TD) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

where the line delay is TD = 0.06 ns. Second, a (R, LP, P) PEEC model is employed to 

characterize the same waveguide. The equivalent circuit for this model is constructed 

through lumped inductor/capacitor combinations as shown in Fig. 3.7. In this figure, the 

rectangles and circles denote the inductors and capacitors, respectively. Note that the 

mutual interactions are accounted for in this model, but are not shown for clarity. For this 
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Fig. 3.6 SPICE transmission-line model for coplanar waveguide. 

PEEC model, the number of inductive/capacitive cells was determined by using 20 sec

tions/A at 12.5 GHz. For a 1.8 cm line in free-space, this results in 3/ 4 wavelength or 

equivalently 15 sections. In order to compare the accuracy of both approaches, consider 

Fig. 3.7 PEEC model for coplanar waveguide. 

the input impedance of the transmission-line vs. frequency. For this simple arrangement of 

conductors, transmission-line theory predicts an input impedance of the form, 

Zin = JZ0 tan(kl) = JZ0 tan( 1.51t). (3.29) 

The result for both the SPICE tranmission-line and (R, LP, P) PEEC models is shown in 

Fig. 3.8. As can be seen, the predicted impedances are in close agreement even at very 

high frequencies. This suggests that for well-balanced systems, simple transmission-line 
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Fig. 3.8 Comparison of PEEC and SPICE transmission-line responses. 

15 

models will suffice. Moreover, there is no noticeable difference in the (/?, P) and 

(/?, L^, P, X) PEEC responses. This is demonstrated through the plot of the electric field at 

3 m in Fig. 3.9 using far-field expressions. In this plot, the magnitude of the electric field 

is calculated at the first resonance, 4.1 GHz, for (() = 0 and 0 < 0 < 27C where 9 = 0 

corresponds to the y-axis. This plot shows that both retarded and non-retarded PEEC 

results in the same elecuic field. Thus, this simple study shows that for balanced intercon

nect geometries, the SPICE tranmission-line, (/?, L^, P), and (/?, L^, P, T) PEEC models 

result in indistinguishable solutions. 

As the previous example showed, well-behaved balanced systems are very simple to 

model. However, in most practical cases, such simplifications are not possible due to the 
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Fig. 3.9 Far-field response for coplanar waveguide. 

complex arrangement of conductors found in high-speed electronic designs. As a slight 

modification to the previous example, consider the same coplanar waveguide now with a 

right-angle bend. This geometry is shown in Fig. 3.10 where L + L^ = 2.3 cm. In this 

case, the waveguide is driven with voltage sources instead of current sources. For the first 

study, consider the magnitude of the current flowing at the input of the top conductor vs. 

frequency for both {R,Lp,P) and (/?, P, t) PEEC models. Figure 3.11 shows the 

resulting waveforms. As can be seen, the two responses are fairly consistent with each 

other for frequencies less than about 10 GHz. Beyond that point, differences become 

noticeable between the two waveforms. The differences in the peak values are attributed to 

the fact that (R, L^, P) and (/?, L^, P, T) PEEC models have different loss mechanisms. 



Fig. 3.10 Coplanar waveguide with a right-angle bend. 
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Fig. 3.11 Source currents (PEEC) for coplanar waveguide with right-angle bend, 

for reasonable frequencies, both retarded and non-retarded PEEC give similar 
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results. As an alternative to strictly using either a SPICE transmission-line model or PEEC 

model to represent the conductors, a hybrid model may be used instead. This hybrid model 

consists of both SPICE transmission-line and retarded PEEC models. As shown in Fig. 

Fig. 3.12 Hybrid PEEC/SPICE transmission-line model of acoplaneir waveguide with right-angle 
bend. 

3.12, the SPICE transmission-line model is used at the source and load ends of the 

waveguide since these sections are considered to behave in a manner consistent with trans

mission-line theory. On the other hand, the bend is modeled using a retarded PEEC model. 

With this hybrid model, the magnitude of the current flowing at the input of the top and 

bottom conductors vs. frequency is shown in Fig. 3.13 where L = 1.6 cm and 

= 0.7 cm. Close inspection of this plot reveals that the hybrid model tends to average 

the resonances which develop on the top and bottom conductors when modeling the 

waveguide entirely with a retarded PEEC model. If the length of line which is represented 

by the SPICE transmission-line is reduced in favor of increasing (i.e. moving away 

from the discontinuity before transmission line modeling is used), a better correspondence 

is expected between the hybrid and PEEC models. Figure 3.14 shows this case as L is 

decreased from 1.6 cm to 1.4 cm and is increased from 0.7 cm to 0.9 cm. Again, the 
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Fig. 3.13 Source currents (Hybrid/PEEC) for coplanar waveguide with right-angle 
bend. 

averaging effect is observed for the first two sets of harmonics. However, in this case, the 

third set of harmonics are more accurately resolved. Through this simple example, the 

potential of such a hybrid model is shown. Not only can accurate results be obtained over 

some frequency bandwidth, but more importantly, there is a significant reduction in mem

ory and computation requirements. This potential savings in computer labor is directly 

applicable to signal integrity analysis calculations. Unfortunately, calculations of radiated 

emissions are more sensitive to model accuracy. Essentially, the hybrid model presented 

here works only for low frequencies, i.e. when the lengths are smaller than the wavelength. 

Figure 3.15 shows magnitude of the electric field calculated at the first resonance. 
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Fig. 3.14 Effect of changing the length of the SPICE transmission-line. 

3.4 GHz, for ({> = 0 and 0 < 0 < 27t. The field is evaluated at r = 3 m using far-field 

expressions. This figure shows that the addition of the bend to the waveguide results in an 

electric field which varies between the retarded and non-retarded cases. 

Finally, it is mentioned that this hierarchical capability of the proposed simulator is very 

suitable for efficient electromagnetic analysis of mixed-signal electronics, where interac

tions between the interconnect and power/ground distribution networks for the high-speed 

digital and the analog/RP blocks need to be taken into account for proper electrical design. 

As an example, we mention the case where noise generated in the digital block of a porta

ble computing device is radiated out and eventually received by an antenna used for pro

viding a wireless data link for the device. A generic example of such an interaction is 
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Fig. 3.15 Far-field response for coplanar waveguide with a right-angle bend. 

illustrated in Fig. 3.16. This system consists of blocks which represent package intercon

nects, board interconnects, and an antenna located 20 p.m, 200 ^m, and 1 mm, respec

tively, above a perfectly conducting ground plane which extends to infinity. The package 

interconnect block consists of a group of four 50x50 p.m driven signal traces with ground 

traces on either side. The source for these lines is composed of a 75 Q resistor in series 

with a periodic pulse train with 50 ps rise and fall times, 0.4 ns pulse width, and 1 ns 

period. The board interconnects are comprised of four 0.5x0.5 mm lines each terminated 

by a I pF capacitor. The antenna consists of a 1x5 cm loop connected to a band-pass fil

ter with cut-off frequency 3 GHz and terminated by twice the odd-mode impedance. 

200 Q, of the difFerential-mode line with conductors of 1 mm width, 0.1 mm thickness. 
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Fig. 3.16 Generic mixed analog/digital system. 
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The motivation for investigating this particular mixed analog/digital system is to deter-

mine when retardation effects become important. First, consider the voltage across the 

left-most load capacitor of the board interconnect on the left-most end. Figure 3.17 shows 

the waveforms when using retarded and non-retarded PEEC models. These waveforms are 

typically investigated in signal integrity analysis where the delay, overshoot, undershoot, 

etc. is of interest. As can be seen by the close agreement between the waveforms, the 

incorporation of delays is not absolutely necessary in such a system even when consider-
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Fig. 3.17 Voltage across capacitor on left end for lines driven simultaneously. 

ing a relatively fast rise-time of 50 ps. On the contrary, examination of the voltage across 

the input to the antenna as shown in Fig. 3.18 shows that there is a big difference in the 

resulting waveforms for the retarded and non-retarded cases. This analysis shows that 

whether the full-wave model should be incorporated depends no only on the geometry and 

the spectrum of the excitation, but also on the what output is desired from the system. In 

this mixed analog/digital system, it was observed that the output across the loads of the 

interconnects was mainly due to the propagation of the signal along the length of the line. 

This phenomenon was simulated with reasonable accuracy without the addition of retarda

tion. However, in the case of the antenna, the only source of energy to this component is 

due to radiative coupling. As it turns out, coupling through radiation is a very sensitive to 
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Fig. 3.18 Voltage across input to antenna. 

the level of approximation used and thus requires a fiill-wave or retarded PEEC model to 

accurately recover the correct response. 
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CHAPTER 4 

TRANSIENT ANALYSIS 

One of the most appealing features of PEEC is that its formulation is not specific to the 

time- or frequency-domain. All that is necessary to change the formulation from the fre

quency to time-domain is to replace all occurrences of yco and /(R ')exp(-YK|R-R'|) 

with d/dt and f{r', t') = f{f\ t-\r-r'\/v) , respectively, where r' is used to indicate 

that the interaction between the charge or current density at r' with die charge or current 

density at r is delayed in accordance with the finite speed of electromagnetic wave propa

gation in the medium with propagation speed v. After the necessary changes have been 

made to the matrix, all that remains is to employ a numerical integration scheme like 

Backward-Euler or Theta to solve the system of equations. This ability to switch from fre

quency to time-domain and vice versa after the problem has been formulated is a very 

desirable characteristic of PEEC. 

There are however issues concerning stability with the (/?, Lp, P,  x) PEEC formulation. 

This instability has been observed for many years in this as well as other time-domain 

methods which involve the solution of an electric field integral equation. Many methods 

have been proposed for the solution of the problem and some attempts have succeeded to 

provide solutions to cases which were previously unstable. However, there remains to be 
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one method which rigorously solves the problem of stability in all cases. In the mean time, 

there are many situations which result in stable solutions using the (R, L^, P, x) PEEC for

m u l a t i o n ,  a n d  f o r  t h o s e  c a s e s  w h i c h  r e s u l t  i n  i n s t a b i l i t y ,  t h e  a l w a y s  s t a b l e  { R , L p , P )  

PEEC formulation can be used, provided that the elimination of delays is a reasonable 

approximation for the problem under study. 

Aside from the potential instability in the time-domain version of (/?, Lp, P,  T) PEEC. 

the ability to perform transient analysis using PEEC is of great interest to those who are 

concerned with electromagnetic noise interactions and signal integrity analysis. More spe

cifically, the incorporation of non-linear devices is only possible in time-domain solutions. 

This fact drives researchers towards the goal of devising stable solutions in the time-

domain. 

Another appealing feature of the time-domain formulation is that waveform relaxation 

may be employed. Waveform relaxation is an iterative technique which serves to reduce 

the memory and computation requirements for large problems and is ideally suited for dis

tributed computing. 

4.1 Numerical Integration Methods 

As stated above, the time-domain solution of a system involving PEEC models is 

effected by first replacing the jco terms in the matrix with d/dt as well as interpreting the 

/(r')exp(-yKlr-r'l) terms as functions in the time-domain whose value is delayed by 

= fir', t-\f -f'\/v) . Once these changes have been made, the time-domain 
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solution is accomplished through the application of a numerical integration scheme. In this 

section, two implicit schemes will be employed, namely Backward Euler (BE) and Theta 

(0). In order to illustrate these methods, the cMNA formulation in Section 2.3.2 will be 

considered. 

4.1.1 The Backward Euler Method 

In the BE [28] method serves to provide a numerical solution to the time derivative of an 

arbitrary function x at time is approximated 

where Ar = - tp_^. In addition to the choice of numerical integration scheme, time-

domain PEEC solutions require two additional definitions. First, a numerical approxima

tion is required for the delayed functions, x(tp-X), where .r is evaluated at the present 

time tp minus the delay T . Assuming that the function is evaluated at integral multiples of 

the time-step At, these delayed functions need to be interpolated between these point in 

such a way that the order of approximation is not greater than that of the numerical inte

gration scheme. If we choose to linearly interpolate between the past values, that corre

sponds to a first order scheme as is of the same order as the numerical integration scheme. 

Therefore, if it is required to approximate the function x{tp - 1.25Af), linear interpolation 

results in the following relationship, 

x(tp-  l .25At)  =0.75x(tp-  At)  +0.25xitp-2At)  (4.2) 
= 0.75.r(fp_,) + 0.25.r(rp_2). 
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Second, a numerical approximation is required for the delayed derivative terms which 

appear. These terms are of the form x(tp-x) where the dot denotes a time derivative. 

Again, these values need to be approximated in such a way that the order of approximation 

used is not greater than that used for the numerical integration scheme. Linear interpola

tion of the derivative meets this requirement also for this case. As an example, consider the 

numerical solution to 1.25Ar). The approximation of the delayed derivative is 

given by 

At 
1 

= ^[0.75x(fp_i) -0.50j:(rp_2) -0.25.r(/p_3)]. 

Now, all that remains for a time-domain PEEC solution is to apply these approximations 

to the corresponding matrix elements. As an example, consider the cMNA formulation in 

(2.83). The time-domain form of this matrix is given by 

0 

0 

0 

1 d 

Pi,  1^^ 

0 0 

0 

0 

Pi.i 

P2,2  

Pi I P..: p, I <>'•> 

P -LV 

1 

I d ^3,1. . ^3,2, . 
p^^dt  P3 3 

- 1  0  

- 1  

-L — PxAdt 

Pi ,  1 

P% "> 

P 3 3  P ' - -

-L 'P2.2dt  

^lP\ . \  

(4.4) 
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d 
where the notation ( 'tP · .) represents the variable evaluated at t = tP - 't . . and -d ( 't L. .) 

I , ] P,,1 ( I ,] 

represents the time derivative of the variable evaluated at t = tP - 't L;,j . For this example, 

assume that the delays are as follows, 

't = 't = 0.5~t 
P1,2 Pi , I 

't = 't 
Pi , 3 P 3, I 

= 1.25~t 

'tp = 'tp = 2.0~t 
2, 3 3, 2 

'tL = 'tL = 1.5~t. 
I, 2 2, I 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

The approximation of the currents delayed by 'tPi.j in (4.5)-(4.7) and the derivatives of the 

currents delayed by 't L. . in ( 4.8) are given by 
I , ] 

and 

i(tp-0.5tit)::::: 0 .5i(tp) + 0.5i(tp_ 1) 

i(tp- 1.25~t)::::: 0.75i(tp-1) + 0.25i(tp-2) 

i(tp - 2.0tit)::::: i(tp- 2) 

di(tp - 1.5~t) 0.5 . . 0.5 . . 
dt ::::: ~t[z(tp-1)-z(tp-2)]+ ~t[z(tp_2)-z(tp_3)] 

::::: 2~/ i ( t P _ 1) - i ( t P _ 3)] 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

( 4.11) 

( 4.12) 

(4.13) 

where the result in ( 4.13) for the delayed derivative is the second order approximation 

known as the central difference. Even though this second order result seems to violate the 

requirement of first order accuracy, it is only second order accurate at one point along the 

interval Lit and thus should not be considered to a problem. All that remains in the time-

domain solution is for the substitution of the corresponding terms in (4.9)-(4.13) to the 

matrix in (4.4). Assuming that the solution is computed at t = tP, all of the terms in (4.9)-
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(4.13) which are delayed by more than one time-step will be moved to the right-hand-side 

vector. After making the necessary substitutions, (4.13) becomes 

1 

0 

where h = At and 

0 0 1-0.5^ 0.5^ 
Pi. \^  P\ , i  Pi .I  

Px 1 0 
Pi, i^  

0 -1+0.5 

0 0 1 

P3,2^ 

-1 0 

1  - I  

Pi,  2 
1 

0 -1 

L Pi. 1 0 
h 

0 

L„ 
0 Pz.  0 

h hp.J^p) 

= a (4.14) 

a = 

2 r  .  P\.3.  
^V, ('p - I) + 0-5^['(p,,(V - I) - "(p,:(V - I > I 2 

P3.3^ ^ "  ' ^^3.3 ""* P3.3 

9L ['/Pl 1) U ^lp2.ẑ ^p-0 
P:.:.-

2h 

(4.15) 

where 

Y/,/ = 0J5iipJtp_^) + 0.25iip{tp_2). (4.16) 
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This completes the formulation of the matrix for the time domain solution using the 

implicit method, BE. The solution is effected in a time-marching manner through the use 

of the inverse of (4.14). 

4.1.2 The Theta Method 

In contrast to the implicit method BE, the Forward Euler (FE) [28] method is totally 

explicit since it approximates a numerical solution to the time derivative of an arbitrary 

function x at time by 

Explicit methods such as this one have not been used for the solution of differential equa

tions resulting from MNA-type formulations. The reason is that explicit methods such as 

this one imposes great restrictions on the allowable time-step for stable solutions. BE on 

the other hand is an implicit formulation and imposes no restriction on allowable time-

step. 

An alternative to these methods is the theta method. The theta method is defined as a 

weighted average of both BE and FE. Mathematically, it is given by 

(4.18) 

Upon close inspection of (4.18), it can be seen that choosing 0 = I results in BE while 

choosing 0 = 0 results in Ft. Also, for the case that 0 = 0.5, (4.18) reduces to the sec

ond order accurate trapezoidal method. Thus, through the adjustment of the parameter 9 . 
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this method is capable of functioning like three different integration schemes. Moreover, 

values of 0 between the intervals 0.0-0.5 or 0.5-1.0 allow for adjusting the desired 

response. For example, the trapezoidal method has very little numerical damping while 

BE causes significant numerical damping which helps enhance stability. If 9 is chosen to 

be 0.52, then the response will be nearly identical to the trapezoidal solution except for the 

addition of a little numerical damping which helps enhance stability. This choice of 0 may 

be desirable in those cases where the absence of loss in the circuit results in an potentially 

unstable solution. 

With this scheme, the numerical approximation of the time derivative at t  = requires 

the value of the derivative at r = . In other words, this scheme requires saving the 

past derivative. For example, consider the evaluation of Cdv/dt at r = . The first step 

in the solution process involves using (4.18) for the approximation to the time derivative. 

where the last term on the right-hand-side is the past derivative. At the first time-step, it is 

assumed that the past derivative is zero. Therefore, the first term on the right-hand-side of 

(4.19) is the only non-zero quantity at the first time-step. For all subsequent time-steps, the 

past derivative is computed from (4.18) as 

where dv(tp_^)/dt is the previously computed past derivative. Therefore, as far as the 

computation of the time derivative in (4.19) is concerned, theta and BE are similar in form 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 
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except now there is an extra term and there is additional overhead required through the 

storage of a past derivative. 

Finally, the computation of the delayed values and delayed derivatives can be accom-

plished in exactly the same way as for BE. Given this description of the theta method, all 

that is required is to make minimal changes to the solution developed in Section 4.1.1. 

4.2 Numerical Stability 

0.25 
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Fig. 4.1 Example of instability observed when using (R, L , P, 't) PEEC. p 

0.7 

The mechanisms which influence stability in (R, LP, P, 't) PEEC as well as other time-

domain electric field integration equation formulations has been investigated for many 
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years [6]-[I0]. Unstable solutions such as the one shown in Fig. 4.1 are sometimes 

observed. These solutions are actually quite accurate until the onset of the oscillations 

which grow to infinity. These oscillations may either be present at the beginning of the 

response or during late times after the transients have died out. One of the reasons which 

makes analysis of stability so difficult is that the observed instabilities are very difficult to 

predict. Slight perturbations of a PEEC model may result in a stable model going unstable 

or vice versa. Sometimes, if the adjustment of a parameter in the model makes the solution 

unstable, further adjustment may lead to stable results again. In the following, two tech

niques for improving stability will be discussed. The aim of this development is to not 

only introduce methods for which reduce the occurrence of instability, but also to reveal 

the mechanisms which bring about the instabilities. 

The main idea behind the Phase Grid Approach (PGA) [10] is to reduce the error intro

duced through the approximation of the exponential terms contained within the potential 

coefficient and partial inductance calculations in (2.40). For the term in (2.40) represent

ing the partial inductances, the approximation of the exponential term in 

is appropriate for those cases when the quantity K^r^pi - is essentially constant over 

the limits of volumes and . This corresponds to low frequencies since the factor 

4.2.1 The Phase Grid Approach 

(4.21) 
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K is directly proportional to frequency. One way to maintain accuracy at high frequency is 

to discretize finer or reduce the size of the volumes and . However, this is not 

practical since this leads to an increase in the number of unknowns. As a result, the expo

nential terms are not resolved with a high degree of accuracy at frequencies well beyond 

those of interest. This may not seem to be a concern, but for time domain solutions, the 

numerical integration scheme allows such frequencies to influence the solution. In fact, 

the trapezoidal scheme has infinite frequency content. Methods like BE do not have an 

infinite frequency response, however it does allow into the solution frequencies which are 

well above the desired frequency range. This leaves two possibilities if we are to leave the 

PEEC model unchanged. We can either choose a numerical integration scheme which has 

a high roll off with frequency or we can do a better job with the approximation of the 

exponential function. The former seems to be undesirable since such schemes are complex 

and require much more overhead; but the latter seems appealing if an efficient and accu

rate solution can be achieved. 

As stated above, extremely high frequencies are brought into the solution upon applica

tion of the numerical integration scheme. These frequencies may be on the order of 50 

times higher than the highest frequency resolved through discretization. Therefore, instead 

of discretizing 50 times finer, which would create an enormous number of unknowns, we 

can resolve the exponential terms 50 times finer while retaining the same discretization. 

Consider again the term representing the inductance in (4.21). Instead of evaluating 

\^ypi~^ynk\ between volumes and by \rypi-ry„;,\ where r denotes the average 



of the spatial extent of r,  each volume v may be subdivided into P sub-volumes where 

the averaging is now taken place over the sub-volumes. Mathematically, this process can 

be described as the refinement of error introduced through the approximation of the phase 

in 

by the subdivision of IVCs yml and ynk into P^'" '  and sub-volumes, respectively, 

giving 

pimi ptnk -jK\r, -r,\ 

where s and t  denote the subdivided cells of the IVCs yml and ynk.  Therefore, each par

tial self and partial mutual inductance is now interpreted as a double sum of partial induc

tances multiplied by their corresponding exponential delay factors. This subdivision 

process is also required for the potential coefficients, but does not need to be explained 

since the steps are identical to that of the partial inductances. 

Although stability is only a concern in the time-domain, PGA was developed using fre

quency-domain concepts. The idea of resolving the phase more accurately is to the fre-

quency-domain what resolving the time delay is to the time-domain. Therefore, it was 

hoped that through a finer resolution of the phase in the frequency-domain, the overall sta

bility of the system in the time-domain would be improved enough to resolve the high fre

quencies allowed by the numerical integration scheme. This method was tested and 
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perfected entirely in the frequency-domain through the measurement of input impedances 

several test circuits using retarded PEEC. Assuming that for a particular test case, the fre

quency was resolved at 20 nodes per wavelength at 20 GHz, the frequency response would 

then be measured up to 1000 GHz. Examination of the real and imaginary part of the input 

impedance over this large frequency gave information on the relative stability of the cir

cuit. More specifically, stability is compromised for those frequencies in which the real 
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Fig. 4.2 Stabilization of 0.9 x 1.0 cm patch using PGA. 

part of the input impedance is negative. Before application of PGA on a retarded PEEC 

model, Lhe frequency response at high frequencies reveals this unwanted behavior. How

ever, the response becomes much more well-behaved after applying PGA. As shown in 
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Fig. 4.2, the real part of the input impedance looking into the comer of a 0.9 by 1.0 cm 

plate discretized at 20 elements per wavelength at 15 GHz becomes well-behaved after 

using PGA (dashed line). 

4.2.2 The Alternating Green's Function Approach 

Based upon the insight gained from studying the effect of time-step on stability, the 

Alternating Green's Function Approach (AGFA) provides stability enhancement to 

{R, Lp, P,x) PEEC solutions in a very straightforward manner. The objective of this 

a p p r o a c h  i s  t o  p r o v i d e  a  s o l u t i o n  w h i c h  h a s  t h e  s t a b i l i t y  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  ( R , L p , P )  

PEEC while maintaining the full-wave accuracy of {R, L^, P,x) PEEC. Although this 

ideal situation has not been achieved in a rigorous manner with AGFA, it can provide solu

tions for systems which were previously unstable with accuracy better than that of 

(/?, Z.p,/>)PEEC. 

Through many simulations, it has been observed that the delayed couplings between 

those elements which are near one another play a major role on stability. AGFA entails 

replacing those delayed couplings with non-delayed couplings. Therefore, for each capac-

itive and inductive coupling term, a radius r is defined such that any coupling inside that 

radius is not delayed and any coupling outside that radius is delayed. Mathematically, this 

method can be interpreted as using the Green's Function, 
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for those couplings separated by a distance greater than r, and 

for those coupling separated by a distance less than r. 

This very simple idea is capable of good stability enhancement at the expense of some 

loss in accuracy. However, the major loss in accuracy is only observed in the fast transient 

portion of the response. The steady-state solution does not seem to be affected very much. 

Also, there is an adjustable parameter r which needs to be specified prior to performing 

the analysis. This value is dependent on the geometric complexity and electrical size of the 

problem. The optimum value can be arrived at through numerical simulations whereby the 

overall accuracy of the solution is compromised by ever increasing r. 

4.2.3 Evaluation of Stabilify Improvement Using PGA and 

AGFA 

Of those integration methods derived from the 0 -method, BE is by far the most stable 

while FE is the most unstable. When using BE to solve problems involving circuit ele

ments derived from (/?, L^, P, x) PEEC, there is a limit for the minimum time-step allow

able. On the other hand, FE only results in stable solutions for a narrow window of time-

steps. Lastly, trapezoidal method (0 = 0.5) also imposes a minimum limit on time-step 

and is less diffusive and less stable than BE. The trapezoidal method is a second-order 

method while all other values of theta result in first order solutions. In this study, values of 
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0 ranging from 0.5 to 1.0 will be used to study accuracy. The range 0 < 0 < 0.5 results in 

very unstable solutions and will not be considered for that reason. 

Consider a zero-thickness conducting plate of size 0.9 by 1.0 cm. A trapezoidal pulse of 

current with rise-time, roof-time, and fall-time of 0.1, 0.3, and 0.1 ns, respectively is used 

as the source which is fed into one comer. The stability of the (R, L^, P, T ) PEEC circuit is 

observed over a 10.0 ns period while changing the time-step, integration method, and sta

bilization scheme. For the sake of simplicity, only three values of 0 will be used in this 

study: 0.5,0.75, and 1.0. In this analysis the plate is segmented into square cells of side 0. i 

cm. Thus the approximate model describes a two-dimensional current flow. A two-dimen

sional case is used for this study since it has been observed through simulation that it is 

much more unstable than one-dimensional cases. Figure 4.3 shows the length of time in 

which a stable solution is maintained as a function of time-step for different integration 

methods and using no stability enhancements. The point at which each of the lines ends 

corresponds to the point at which that corresponding integration method has achieved sta

bility for at least 10 ns. As can be seen, the range of stability does not vary linearly with 

time-step. In fact, the dependence of stability on time-step is so erratic that it makes the 

process of predicting stability quite difficult. The only thing one may conclude from such 

an analysis is that after a certain time-step, stability is achieved. Time-steps lower than that 

may cr may not result in stability. In fact, the BE curve in Fig. 4.3 shows a stable simula

tion time of 10 ns for a time-step of 1.4 ps. However, if the time-step is made a little larger 

or smaller, then the solution goes unstable. Another thing which can been seen from this 
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Fig. 4.3 Effect of time-step on stability for (R, L^,  P,  t) PEEC. 

figure is that the trapezoidal method is the least stable of all three schemes. This method is 

even unstable for time-step values up to 0.01 ns. A surprising, but not conclusive result 

from this study is the observation that 9 = 0.75 is more stable than BE. More specifi

cally, stability is achieved for 0 = 0.75 and BE at 2.0 and 3.0 ps, respectively. 

Next, stability is analyzed for PGA where each full-sized IVC and CVC is subdivided 

into 4 smaller sections. For the FVCs and CVCs on the edge of the boundaries, the half-

cells are subdivided into 2 smaller sections and the quarter-cells are not subdivided at all. 

This choice of subdivision may or may not be optimal for any general geometry, but it 

does give a general indication on how this stabilization scheme performs. In [ 10], PGA not 

only entails subdividing the FVCs and CVCs, but it also includes connecting a resistor in 
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Fig. 4.4 Resistors in parallel with partial mutual inductors. 

parallel with each partial self inductance as shown in Fig. 4.4. The idea behind this modi

fication is that if there is a resistor in parallel with each partial self inductance and the 

value of the resistor is large enough to not destroy the low frequency response, then hope

fully this resistor will represent a lower impedance path than the inductor at high frequen

cies and thus improve stability by making the effect of the inductor negligible at high 

frequency. However, in the test cases performed in this study, the addition of the parallel 

resistor did not make an appreciable affect. This is not to say that the addition of such a 

resistor does not affect stability, it is the case that stability was not affecting in this analy

sis. Figure 4.5 shows the stability of PGA vs. time-step for three different integration 

schemes. This figure shows that stability is definitely improved for such a choice of cell 

subdivision. This study shows how an arbitrary choice of subdivision affects stability. 

Again, it is the case that 0 = 0.75 is the most stable followed by BE and then the trape

zoidal rule. For each value of theta, there may be different values chosen for sub-cell size 
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Fig. 4.5 Stability enhancement of PGA vs. time-step. 

which result in even more stable solutions. Also, this study involved choosing the FVC and 

CVC sub-cell size to be identical. However, the sub-cell size may be different for the IVCs 

and CVCs. 

Next, the effect of AGFA on stability is investigated. The same geometry is considered 

in this case as for PGA. In this study, the time-step is fixed at I ps and the radius r is 

increased from 0 until stability is achieved. Figure 4.6 demonstrates how stability is 

affected by varying r. For small values of r, the results are identical to that of the PEEC 

without using a stabilization scheme. When the value of r is comparable to the cell size, 

then the stability is affected. Initially, stability is worse but then steadily increases until 

stable solutions are achieved. Again, the three integration schemes demonstrate stability in 
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Fig. 4.6 Stability enhancement of AGFA vs. coupling radius. 

a manner similar to the above. For this approach, the trapezoidal rule is especially ineffec

tive and stability is only achieved for values of r comparable to the size of the entire struc-

oire. In this case, the stable solution is identical to that of non-retarded PEEC. 

Although the above discussions involved the study of simple cases, the general trends 

observed are fairly representative of more complex geometries. More specifically, the phe

nomenon of numerical instability can be predicted for simple two-dimensional and com

plex one-dimensional problems; yet it is difficult to determine a priori the exact transition 

to instability. To complicate matters, the generation of dependencies on stabilization fac

tors on overall stability as in Figs. 4.5-4.6 require a tremendous amount of time to gener

ate. Therefore, the insight necessary to fully understand the mechanisms which influence 
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stability is compromised by the overwhelming amount of simulation time required. How

ever, it is hoped that these studies will provide the preliminary information needed to per

form such studies or even better develop more rigorous solutions for the elimination of 

instability. 

4.3 Waveform Relaxation 

The waveform relaxation (WR) method is well known for the solution of partitioned sys

tems of circuits or differential equations in the time-domain. The method has been suc

cessfully applied for the solution of very large circuits on both scalar as well as parallel 

computer, e.g. [33]. In addition, the range of problems solved with the WR method may be 

extended to include circuit based EM formulations such as PEEC. The PEEC solution cor

responds to an electric field integral equation (EPTE) which in the time-domain leads to a 

neutral delay differential equation formulation. 

The fundamental idea of the WR method is to decouple the problem into subproblems. 

The subsystems are chosen in such a way that the coupling is moderate at least in one 

direction. Then, the subsystems are solved for a window in time rather than a point in time 

as is usually the case. The size of the time window depends on several aspects like the 

delays in the system and the strength of the coupling between the subsystems. Finally, the 

solution is iterated between the subsystems using the very efficient Gauss Seidel method 

so that the new solutions are utilized as soon as they are available. For parallel processing, 

it is also desirable to use the latest answer as soon as it is available. However, this may not 
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be possible for all variables, and a Gauss Jacobi update is employed for some of the vari

ables. This process is called mostly Seidel. For the results given, it is possible to use the 

latest updated waveform for each subsystem solution since only a single processor is used. 

In order to illustrate the technique, a simple two conductor system is chosen. The sub

system corresponding to each patch is solved independently and the iterative process is 

performed according to a basic schedule where the subsystems associated with each con

ductor are solved in a serial manner. For large systems of equations, there is a tremendous 

decrease in computation time due to the efficient manner in which the smaller matrices 

can be inverted. For small problems, a slight loss in speed is observed since the multiple 

solution over the time windows counteracts the relatively small gain in the matrix solution 

time. 

Separation 

Between Cond. Delays 

Iterations to Convergence Separation 

Between Cond. Delays Window I Window 2 Window 3 Window 4 

0.5 Yes 4 4 3 2 

0.5 No 6 6 5 5 

5.0 Yes 3 2 2 2 

5.0 No 4 4 4 3 

Table 4.1 Comparison of convergence with and without retardation. 

In any case, the WR method is highly parallizable. For the numerical example, consider 

two conductors with length 2 cm and width 0.5 cm. A piecewise linear current source with 

rise, roof, and fall times of 50 ps drives the far end of one conductor. WR is applied to this 

system where the iterations to convergence is determined as a function of the separation 
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between conductors. This analysis is performed with and without the use of retardation. 

Table 4.1 shows the results of this analysis. Clearly, incorporation of the appropriate 

delays into the system dramatically speeds up convergence, especially for the large cou

pling case where the conductors are only separated by 0.5 cm. In this example, there are 4 

time windows of length 0.5 ns. 
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CHAPTER 5 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 

For a hierarchical electromagnetic analysis of interconnect and packaging structures, a 

special purpose PEEC simulator has been developed capable of handling linear elements. 

This simulator includes parameter extraction modules for the calculation of equivalent 

partial inductances and potential coefficients of the geometry under study as well as a new 

version of a circuit simulator, which mimics SPICE [17], with all the necessary enhance

ments to accommodate electromagnetic retardation. The following numerical examples 

illustrate some of the capabilities of the simulator. 

In order to effect an accurate and efficient solution for a system constructed from the 

PEEC formulation, it is necessary to discretize the conductors in such a way as to limit the 

number of unknowns without compromising the accuracy of the solution. As a first step, 

conductors representing pins, vias, and traces are usually discretized along their length 

with 20 elements per wavelength corresponding to the highest frequency of interest. 

Ground and power planes are discretized in a similar fashion, except that two dimensional 

current flow is accounted for. In all cases, for simplicity, effects from skin-effect are 

neglected. Once the geometry is discretized, then the corresponding partial inductances 

and potential coefficients are calculated according to the PEEC formulation, thus resulting 
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in an equivalent circuit model consistent with Maxwell's equations. 

After the equivalent circuit elements are computed, then the system is solved in the time-

or frequency-domain using modified nodal analysis. For the time-domain solution where 

retardation is present, late time instability is still a concern and ultimately dictates the min

imum time-step allowed. As discussed in the previous chapter, recent progress in this area 

has led to better understanding of the sources of instability, as well as new methodologies 

for its suppression. For the simulator used to obtain results for this analysis, the procedure 

for the selection of the optimum time-step was an ad-hoc one and was based on conver

gence studies for the specific problem at hand. The issue of convergence is related to the 

fact that the numerical integration used for this study, Backward-Euler, is dissipative, a 

property which enhances numerical stability but may result in unacceptable anificial 

damping of the solution. Thus, it is important to choose the time-step carefully so that 

enhanced stability is achieved without unacceptable numerical damping. Since numerical 

damping is controlled by using small time-steps, the ad-hoc procedure for the selection of 

the time-step is as follows. The initial value for the time-step is taken to be in the order of 

10% of the rise time of the excitation pulse. Then it is decreased until convergence is 

reached or the solution becomes unstable. The following numerical examples illustrate 

some of the capabilities of this approach for obtaining PEEC solutions. 

5.1 High Frequency Effects Associated with Modeling Split 

and Solid Ground Planes 
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Fig. 5.1 Interconnect above a solid ground plane. 

The first example for the geometry shown in Fig. 5.1 consists of an interconnect above a 

finite ground plane and is used for code validation purposes. The line is driven by a volt

age source and terminated by S6Q, resistors at each end. The ground plane is 2.0cm long 

by 1.0cm wide and divided into 20 cells along the length and 6 cells along the width. The 

line, placed 0.5mm above the ground plane, is 2.0cm long with a width of 1mm. It is 

divided into 20 cells along the length. For this example, two-dimensional current flow is 

only accounted for on the ground plane. 

Since the layout of the conductors in this example models quite closely the effects of a 

sim.ple two-conductor transmission line, the current distribution along the line and the 

return ground path are expected to exhibit the differential mode character of transmission 

line currents. As a result, the solution from a full-wave electromagnetic analysis should be 

almost identical with the one predicted using a method of characteristics model with the 

appropriate transmission line impedance and delay. The PEEC model without retardation 

is somewhat like the method of characteristics model, except that the longitudinal cou
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plings are also included. Figure 5.2 depicts the variation of the input impedance of the line 

vs. frequency calculated using the PEEC formulation with and without delays. 

0.1 
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Fig. 5.2 Input impedance for active line above a solid ground plane. 

Fig. 5.3 Interconnect above a split ground plane. 

Re(Zin) No delays 

No delays 
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Alternatively, if the arrangement of conductors results in a response which cannot be 

accurately described by the method of characteristics models due to the presence of dis

continuities and other interconnect features that give rise to electromagnetic radiation, 

then it is imperative to include the retardation in the simulation. The geometry shown in 

Fig. 5.3 depicts an interconnect crossing a gap between two conducting plates. These 

types of structures occur frequently in packages for mixed signal electronics where sepa

rate ground planes are used for the digital and analog blocks. The presence of the slot in 

the ground plane results in slot-line modes which eventually lead to energy loss through 

radiation. To illustrate this phenomenon, the structure of Fig. 5.3 was simulated. The 

dimensions and discretization for this geometry are the same as the previous example, 

except that the ground plane is now split into two equal halves with 1mm separation. Fig. 

5.4 shows the input impedance of the line for this case. It is clear that the calculated 

impedances with and without retardation are very different for the higher frequencies 

where the resonant properties of the structure and radiation effects dominate the response. 

This is due to the fact that the energy which is radiated from the slot can only be accounted 

for accurately when retardation effects are included. 

5.2 Characterization of Noise in Printed Circuit Boards 

The second example deals with the modeling of electromagnetic radiation caused by the 

presence of parasitic high frequency current flowing in the attached cables of printed cir

cuit boards [31]. This source of noise is modeled with a generic structure as shown in Fig. 
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Fig. 5.4 Input impedance for active line above a split ground plane. 
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shorting 
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Fig. 5.5 Geometry for example 2. 

5.5. The high frequency digital noise flowing through the cable is modeled by a current 

source which generates a periodic sequence of trapezoidal shaped pulses. The rise, roof. 
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and fall times are O.lns and the period of the signal is 0.6ns. The current amplitude is 

10mA. The length of the cable is 15cm. It is modeled as an infinitesimally thin strip of 

width 1.0mm. The cable runs parallel to a finite ground plate of width 0.8cm and length 

3.Gem. It is positioned 0.5mm above the plate. The receiving element for the radiation 

caused by the protruding cable is a wire monopole connected at the other end of the 

ground plate with a terminating resistance of 35i2. The antenna length is 8.0cm and it is 

modeled as an infinitesimally thin strip of with 1.0mm. Three possible arrangements of the 

antenna will be compared as shown in Fig. 5.5. The PEEC model for this structure is 

developed assuming one-dimensional current for the wires and two-dimensional current 

for the ground plate. Figure 5.6 shows the voltage across the load resistor for the three 

arrangements of the receiving antenna in the absence of the shorting pin. As expected, the 

coupled noise voltage exhibits a time harmonic variation of frequency consistent with the 

effective length of the structure formed by the antenna and the ground plate. In particular, 

the frequency of the time harmonic variation of the voltage for the x-directed antenna is 

approximately 1.67GHz which corresponds to a wavelength of 18.0cm. The combined 

length of the antenna with the ground plate is S.Ocra which is approximately half-wave

length at the aforementioned frequency. The visualization of the current flow along the 

wires and the magnitude of the current density at f=1.67GHz is shown in Fig. 5.8. 

Figure 5.7 shows the voltage across the load resistor of the receiving antenna when a pin 

is used to short the cable to the ground plate. Since the presence of the pin allows for a 

very low impedance path for die noise current back to its source, the radiated emissions 
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are minimized. In practice, this noise suppression is often effected using ferrite beads. 
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Fig. 5.6 Voltage across the load resistor of the antenna in Fig. 5 J calculated without the shorting 
pin. 
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Fig. 5.7 Voltage across the load resistor of the antenna in Fig. 5.5 calculated with the shorting pin. 
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Fig. 5.8 Current distribution on the conductors of the structure in Fig. 5.5 at f= 1.67GHz. 

5.3 Imbalances Encountered in Single Chip Packages 

Fig. 5.9 Geometry for example 3 (Case 1). 
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0.5cm 

3cni 

Fig. 5.10 Geometry for example 3 (Case 2). 

The last example deals with an interconnect configuration diat is often encountered in 

single chip packages without a ground plane. In such packages, ground is brought to the 

die through conducting traces in the package. These ground traces are then connected to a 

ground ring or some other ground pad at the periphery of the package. These types of con

nections result in unbalanced interconnects which, as is well known, give rise to radiation. 

Even though this radiation is part of the overall electromagnetic behavior of the resulting 

interconnect strucmre, it is customary to quantify the amount of this radiation in terms of 

the so-called common mode component in the current flowing through the interconnect 

[32]. Figures 12 and 13 depict two cases of such interconnects. In Case 1, the ground trace 

is connected to the ground pad at a distance of 2.5cm from the signal trace, while in Case 

2 the ground pin is placed right next to the signal trace. In both cases, the traces are 1mm 

wide with a 1mm separation between them. Their distance from the ground pad is 0.5mm. 

The length of the signal trace is 2.0cm in both cases. The length of the ground trace for 

Case 2 is 1.5cm while for Case 1, an extra length of 2.5cm is contributed by the portion 
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that runs parallel to the edge of the ground pad until it reaches the ground pin. The charac

teristic impedance of the differential line formed by the signal and ground trace is 22SQ. 

and is used as the input source impedance. The signal trace is terminated with a 2pF 

capacitor for both cases. 
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Fig. 5.11 Common mode currents. 

Figure 5.11 compares the common-mode currents at the input of the interconnect for the 

two cases of ground pin placement. Clearly, Case 2 results in a more "balanced" configu

ration, and thus the common-mode component of the current is smaller for this case. For 

the more "unbalanced" Case, the magnitude of the common-mode current starts increasing 

fast for frequencies higher than 1 GHz. 

0.5 1.0 1.5 2. 
Freq (GHz) 

Fig. 5.11 Common mode currents. 
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Fig. 5.12 Current flowing through ground path. 

It is often the case that the ground-path inductance is sought for purposes of simulta

neous switching noise studies. This quantity can be calculated easily from the results gen

erated by PEEC. To demonstrate this, consider the geometry of Fig. 5.10. For the 

frequency range over which the current through the source and the current through the 

capacitor are almost equal, the impedance of the return path can be calculated as the ratio 

of the difference between the voltages at nodes A and B and the current through the 

source. For those frequencies, radiation should be negligible, and the impedance should 

exhibit an almost inductive behavior. This is confirmed by the curves in Fig. 5.12 for the 
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imaginary part of the impedance of the ground path for Cases I and 2. The slopes of the 

curves (at the lower frequencies) are the effective inductances for the ground paths. As 

expected. Case I exhibits a higher value of ground inductance. Furthermore, it departs 

faster from the linear behavior due to the greater imbalance in the system. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The Partial Element Equivalent Circuit (PEEC) formulation is an electric field integral 

equation method which provides a full-wave electromagnetic solution using circuit ele

ments such as inductors, capacitors, and resistors. This method differs from most other 

techniques in that a systematic and localized reduction in model complexity can be 

effected after the solution has been constructed. This reduction in complexity can be 

accomplished through the removal of delays, elimination of unnecessary couplings, or the 

removal of unneeded circuit elements. 

The full-wave, retarded, or (/?, L^, P, x) PEEC model results in the most general and 

complex solution. The variables R, L^, P, T stand for resistor, partial inductance, potential 

coefficient, and delay. When combined in a ladder network similar to that of a lumped rep

resentation of a transmission-line model, a full-wave solution is made possible in the cir

cuit domain. This means that the incorporation of non-linear drivers and terminations is as 

easy as connecting those elements to the terminal of the PEEC model using familiar 

SPICE notation. In other words, since PEEC results in a circuit representation of the sys

tem, those circuit elements can thus be inserted into a SPICE file and connected to other 

linear and non-linear circuit elements. This almost seamless incorporation of PEEC ele
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ments is one of the characteristics which distinguish it from other methods. Besides the 

apparent ease at which circuit elements can be attached to PEEC models, another impor

tant benefit is that since PEEC is solved in the circuit domain, there is no additional reduc

tion in accuracy involved with adding external circuit elements. Methods such as Finite-

Difference Time-Domain and Method of Moments suffer from the fact that such incorpo

ration of circuit elements add complexity and inaccuracy. Also, for methods involving 

time integration using fixed time-steps, the addition of non-linear circuit elements creates 

additional challenges due to the different requirements placed upon the limits of the time-

steps. 

Another important attribute of PEEC entails model complexity reduction. This concept 

involves the systematic reduction of circuit elements in the PEEC solution which have 

minimal affect on the total solution. The first level of reduction in complexity is achieved 

b y  s i m p l y  r e m o v i n g  t h e  d e l a y s  b e t w e e n  t h e  c o u p l i n g s .  T h i s  f o r m  i s  c a l l e d  ( / ? ,  L p ,  P )  

PEEC and is the most accurate model that can be used in most commercial circuit simula

tors. The reason for this is full-wave PEEC requires delayed couplings which necessitate 

the existence of delayed mutual inductances and delayed current-controlled current-

sources in the circuit simulator. In those cases where the return path is clearly defined in a 

design, the simplified or (/?, L^, P) PEEC method is appropriate. The effect of removing 

delays from the system results in a solution which cannot account for loss due to radiation. 

It is well known that systems which are dominated by differential mode effects radiate less 

and thus allow for such a reduction in complexity. The next level of simplification involves 
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removal of either the potential coefficients or the partial inductances. The situation where 

the system is modeled using resistors and potential coefficients is called (/?, P) PEEC. 

This simplified model is ideally suited for the characterization of on-chip interconnects 

and semiconductor substrate coupling. Alternatively, the situation where the system is 

modeled using resistors and partial inductances result in a model appropriate for applica

tions such as package inductance modeling. 

Upon construction of either a (/?, L^, P, x), (/?, L^, P), (/?, L^), or (i?, P) PEEC model, 

the resulting matrix is generally dense assuming condense formulations such as MLA and 

CMNA are used. This results in an enormous burden placed on the matrix inversion rou

tine as the system size is increased. One way to expediate the solution of such system is 

through the systematic removal of unnecessary inductive and capacitive coupling. For the 

removal of capacitive coupling terms, it is sufficient to discard those coupling coefficients 

less than a certain threshold. However, that is not the case for inductive coupling. Removal 

of partial mutual inductances can only be performed for those coefficients which are less 

than a certain threshold and whose corresponding partial inductances are not contained 

within the same current loop. 

Given these key attributes, it is easy to see how the PEEC formulation provides the ideal 

framework for the development of computer aided design (CAD) of high-speed electron

ics for the 21®' century. The seamless integration of full-wave models in a SPICE-like sim

ulator is very appealing to designers who up to this point have strictly dealt with SPICE. 

Moreover, such a methodology is ideally suited as the backbone for the design of the next 
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generation of circuit simulators in tliat minimal changes are necessary in existing imple

mentations to effect such full-wave solutions. 

As for future work, there is an ever growing need for more efficient, stable, and accurate 

solution of circuits involving PEEC networks. Stability remains to be the most difficult 

hurdle for the solution of full-wave PEEC formulations in the time-domain. Achieving sta

bility in a rigorous manner for the analysis of systems using non-linear components will 

be the most challenging problem. It is hoped that the ideas presented in this work can be 

adopted in such a way as to provide the impetus for achieving such a goal. In addition to 

the problem of stability, as designs become more and more complex, there is an ever 

increasing need for the reduction of such large systems in a way that is efficient while pre

serving acceptable accuracy. 
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Appendix A 

CIRCUIT STAMPS FOR MODIFIED NODAL ANALYSIS 

The following gives a summarized listing of the matrix entries used for circuit ele

ments according to the guidelines of Modified Nodal Analysis[16]. For each circuit ele

ment. there is an entry showing the variables added to the system as a result of including 

that particular element. Also, if applicable, the a branch constitutive equation is given. 

This equation represents the additional information needed by MNA to form a solution 

with that particular element. Lastly, the required additions to the solution matrix are shown 

for each element. 



Resistor 

Rval 

Vn+~Vn-

Unknowns: vn+' vn-

Branch Constitutive Equation: None 

Vn+ vn-

1 -1 
Rval Rval 

-1 1 
Rval Rval 

··············-···--- V 
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0 

n- 0 

= 



Inductor 

Lval 

Vn+~Vn-

. ---IL 

diL 
Branch Constitutive Equation: v n+ - v n- = Lval · dt 

1 -·· 

-1 

1 -1 
d . 

-Lval dt ······ IL 
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0 

0 

= 

0 
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Capacitor 

Cval 

Vn+~~Vn-

Unknowns: vn+' vn-

Branch Constitutive Equation: None 

d d Cval ············ -Cval ············· - - - - - -- - --
dt dt 

0 

d d -Cval dt Cval dt ····· ··----- ---------- ···----- 0 

= 
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Independent Voltage Source 

Vval 
Vn+~Vn-
~ . ... 
IK 

Unknowns: vn+' vn-' iK 

Branch Constitutive Equation: V n+ - V n- = vval 

Vn+ Vn-

1 -- V0 + 0 

-1 0 

= 

1 -- -1 ------------ iK Vval 



Independent Current Source 

Ival 
n+. 

Unknowns: v^_ 

Branch Constitutive Equation: None 

n+ -Ival 

Ival 



Voltage Controlled Voltage Source 

Eval 
Vn+~vn-

~ . ... 
IK 

Unknowns: vn+' vn-' iK 

Branch Constitutive Equation: vn+ - vn- = Eva/· (vc+ -vc_) 

Vn+ Vn- Ve+ Ve-

1 -- -------- Vn+ 0 

-1 --- ----- vn- O 

= 

1 -1 -Eval Eval 0 
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Current Controlled Current Source 

Unknowns: vn+' vn-' iK 

Branch Constitutive Equation: i K = F val · i 1 

. . 
IJ IK 

I 
I 
I 
I 1 - Vn+ 0 

I 
I 
I -1 - vn- 0 
I 
I 
I 
I = 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

-Fval 1 
. 

0 IL 



Voltage Controlled Current Source 

Gval 
Vn+~Vn-

Unknowns: v n+' v n-

Branch Constitutive Equation: None 

Ve+ Ve-

Gval -Gval -

-Gval Gval 

0 

0 

= 
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Current Controlled Voltage Source 

Hval 
Vn+~vn-
~ . -··················-·····---~ 

IK 

Unknowns: vn+' vn-' iK 

Branch Constitutive Equation: v n+ - v n- = H val · ( v c+ - v c_) 

• . 
Vn+ Vn- •1 IK 

I 

I 

1 - Vn+ 

-1 

= 

1 -- -1 -Hval 

0 

0 

0 
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